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... _ .', ,..-.~.c.:..,';~:
Debra'Rick-Carl Aylman
'. a I ..
Student Activities., Directors Interviewed
... - -.. .." .
by.~ SalVatore .
:Co~ress .backs student ald
. '. .'. _.., c
increase
. ',- .,. ,.... '
. ' . ~ .
(WASFmIDJON (AP)' - Uncle would get the maximum $1,800; a! which ·the govt?mm~pays'the
\ :Sam will be helping 1.5 million $!-,676 grant for. students from interest w~ile the. s~lnt. is ·in
more college students pay their families with jncome of SB,OOO;a school.
bills next fall, including some with $1,500 grant at' $10,000 "~coine;' Currently only stude~- from ~
family incomes up toS26,OOO. $1,329 at $12,000; $1,158 at f '1' ·1-1..··1 th ·530000
In · fi I h ". $'14" 000" '$991' s 6' .. a~ll res W1L~l. .ess· an., ',-!ts na ours; .Congress ° ~, at 1 ,000, $827 at Income are. eligible fo the Interest
-added '$1.5 billion' to the Basic $18,000; $669 at $20,000; °S511 at" . subsidy, although all can. get;
Educational ' Opportunities Grant . $22,000; $359 'at $24,000, and $208 guaranteedJoans-.:
program to bring middleincome- -at$26~OOO. -. .
students' into its net. This was An estimated 2.1 million college
The grants vary' according. to- a tud I' ibl this rPresident Carter's antidote to tui- s ents are,e igr ~ year Lor ~
tion tax credi~.· fa~ily's a:sset~. and education the basic grants, although more
R,e· '·G·I.·S,T·
o
' , ,,'R'A'T-.J'O"·.N' '·8-L'U'. .·e·s? The . money, provided through costs. These estimates assume no- than a half-mftlion have been
'unusual expenses and college costs d ... th . f be . " fthe Middle Income" Student Assis- . emen em so ar ecause 0
Re· L' fe-'F MA"Y B'E'IN S· G' . of $3,600. A family with an'income' .. . ., ". . .• '. " '. . . ,:'., I .: .HT '! tance Act, will sweeten the pot- for . inconsistencies or onussions on- above $26,000 could qualify ifit has thei licati Th- Dlow-income students while making. I' hildr err app cations. e epart- .. . ., . .' . , severa cen and Unusual
by Keith A1JiIodovar - those from families with incomes of ment of Health, Education and
. '. ' .-' _ ' $15,000 t1tt 526,000 eligible. for. expenses.. .' ~elfare tigh~nec:t··up its ~ning
Every semester, Baruch students decides which courses and t '1:_ t fi t ti Carter originally proposed giving procedures this year to discourage
d . h . . t1 called '" . gran s KJr e rs me. . c:"
~n" w:e ~ .at IS ap ~ .. tlle electives will be meluded m the The grants will run from, $200 to all students ·with family incomes .fraud, '. .
.RegtS~a~on ~lu~~.. Re~~- . next Scfie~ule' of. aas~~~. Mr.. $1,800, up from this. year's ~etween.516,OOOand S25,~a flat . Career> proposed ~Xpanding
tion Bltles IS not a new record and _Tyburzcy stated. _that since the .. f 51 600 - ~ . 5250 grant but Congress scrapped HEW' .. d 'd .for the Bam h 'tude f·t .> to Chai h'" maximum 0 , • , s existmg' stu ent at pro-
c s n ;.1. seems , ~.an ave re!a!ively little to-' Here are congressional estimates that idea early in the year. grams last February as efforts to
~be . the same old. ~g.- . The go ~.as_.~ as deciding.h~ many of What the grants. wiU be: The new aid will make. all.co~ege pass -tuition tax. credits· -for both
~Iements .that cons.titu~ ~~gtS~- secti~~offer" tbey us~aUy get O' A faJDilyotf~witl! one ~d,in students, ~~s of, wealth, 'college. and kMer-grade .tuiti8ll .
~n-B~~~ the .~e. ~tQI.. the ~:~.~~~~~'7_ --:~ add ·.•i, Q¢tiii)t{~~~~_.~lJ'~;. "j;~~te.':.1m",,~ -pickectttit "Steam in"-€cJIlft •. ",- --_. ,,~ . ,,-;.~~-
."sJJo.r.ta&e:..Of.~.~:~"~Nc~~""~._:J~.t7;f",._-"'''if "'r.~-.:<~.-:'..,.;.):;-:. ..:"--' ..~: ..~ .:.:s.~":~-:~",-;.""~'-' .•.r: - .: ~.;;-: -.~ _-:"-:'''''''''''~_':''''':~.;.~::'''' ''~_;,:.~ . :,:.:::.~.-;:~.,."" "-~"";:-;'':''~~~~~'o '--'~'-.-
1tation.of-'nOt/~ft'ft'-t1uf~es·1VOtiicttii~;:tO:A. ~.:._;':-c"'.~ ~':.'.' .'. :.i;"; - .e-"--e .,' . _. . ". . ' .,.' ~_.more stu~nt
~nee~ .!ti$ ironic -':"8. B8i=ucb-.: .iPput'~.,~t9-tAe ~, MesaMl-.
College bas sdCli:a.goodsystem..,foi- ·iJewa1ltedto:,:~;e.erYsttJ_ i - '
· . the collection of tuitio~,':but i~ has form prior to registratiOn; and on
such a nonsensical registration the form .each student .would list )
procedure. the. courses he would like to take.
Many Baruch students claiD!- that By:doing this, ·Mr. TyburzCy Would
the situation is getting worse every know approximately how many
semester, but actually there maysecnons of eachcoorse lie snould
be some relief in sight °for . the have open. ..-
.students. . Mr. Duvdevani' s~id that this
According to' Mr. Harvey proposal, along with a. few <lthers
Duvdevani and Mr.· Tom Tyburzcy, would be pre~nteci before the'
two high officials of the-Registrar's Academic Vice-President and
Office, Fall 1978's registration was various other higher authoritfes -for
not a b~d one. They are currently' consideration ....... He went on to say-
working 'on ways of improving the 4 tha.t if ap-prov~, these improve-
procedure. ments .would· probably be
One of the major .problems with executed not in Spring 1979, but in . (~~
the Fall 1978~egistrationprOcessFall1979. .
- was that studentS entered the Another problem, which' arose
registration room much later th~lD during the registration process was
their appointed times. When con:- that the closed courses ~ere not
fronted 9{j.th this problem., Mr. annotated· on the blackboard.
Duvani said the process utilized at Many students were registering for
Baruch is more efficient than those courses. -that· .wer neither on ,the r
of most other colleges of the City . board, nor on the closed sheet, nor . Mr. clrl Aylman is the new· ment, Mr. Ay:lman was the Assis- . Ms. Debra Bick.is Baruch Col- . -
University. Mr. D1;Ivdevani also. on the addenda, .tmnkiDg the - Afting Director of Stud~nt ~ctivi- tant Director, selected by a Sem:ch lege's new Assistant· director of
s~ted that even though lines at . course~ were open. The clientele of ties and Student Center at Baruch Committee composed of both Student Activities. Ms. Bick is
registration were long, he consi- the Re'gistrar's"Offiee neglected to College this fall. Mr. Aylman is Bamch staff as well as active assuming the former '~ition of
tiered 'them' short compared to note' these courses on the board.. >replacing RuthFricsz who left in students. No doubt~ serious yet Mr. Carl Aylman, who is now
those he had seen in the past. When. asked about this,.~. June. to work for Queens College, relaxed attitude serVed to convince Acting Director.
. Mr. Duv4evani also explained Tyburzcy disagreed with me and whe~e she was. offered. what 'she' ~e committee, but more concre- Thi.s- is not Ms. Bick's first
why there are SUCD long liDes at said that he has sOp1eone who is considered to be..a better position. rely, his recOrd is firm. He studied contact with Baruch College, how-
registration. He' said a' student· solely responsible for the black~ Mr. Ay\man was the only psychology at City College~ and.did ever. '~l had applie6 for thiS posi- , .
should Dot be in the registration board. . , member. of the Frisz staff .who 're- .his grac:luate work in StudentiPer- tion in ~JDber of '77 an4 Carl .. ;
room no more th3.n fifteen minutes,. - There was DO one tilkiDg care ofD,lained after her, as Petefflronsky' sonnel Administrati9D at Columbia:. ". got the job," she said. 'Many';
but since the'" students enter the' the_blackboard during registration: is, now . working for. Campus . Universjty. He. tKen' did some months and many job searches ~
room without knowi;.g ;hat· they This caused much d~lay beeuasePlanning.. here._ while' Ha•. counseling fora year at City Col- ~ater, .the~tion opened up again - .' ~
· -want,-to--uregister-- for,-- they- -,.speDd-- everyone~.as..registeringior...closed_.· ..Lifsch~~nleftm--!uneLand-his .Jegeyand~~wom~~S:•. ~hen··Carl Aylm an ~8S.-promoted._--. -,- _'. __n __~
extra time in the registration room . courses, buJ it wasn't their fault. position has not been continued. . . AssistaIit to Student .Activities at ."1 was really hesitant about .
· which causes the accuniulation of It was the fault of.the persOn who .While Mr. Aylman stated ~the Bronx Community College. °V\?!en .applying again,," said the small but ..
stud~l!.~ _outsid~ the roOm. Mr.was,cresponsiblefor··-the black knew' what the job ,as Actidg thefiSeaicnllich·hitcUNY,.he.was vivacious blond ,woman, "Butn. .i.
TybUrzCy bla~nthis 'OnaH=-~ .' -bOard-:-Thts- eause-cr-much-djsgust --Director entailec,.; -he -acfdedthitoo~ ciiiliOse unfortunate-enoUgh to--6eggarseall'I -6e-Clll5oSej :" -
SChedule of clas~es, . with lacks . and frustra~onfor the students--J'thetiming was totaUy nnexpect-.be layed:off~He'was caJled back ip Ms.Bick is bar~y a be~ ~
sufficlentsections for die stiJdents~· registeritig~' '. . . _ . ed."- His duties will. now include . '76 as OpenitiOns t.i&nager, which. she. so unpretentiously 'described
Every semester,Mr: 'l"ybUrzcy,'" _~ "Mr.·--tyb.urz~. had:_' ~other . staffing, maintenance,' cOunseIb:tg h~ stayed With untilhe came',"to bet·~~ S'-':majol'ed:in'sPeech~--
who complilesthe:- Schedule of-pr8pOs&l-\f~ eHnrinating'~ pro-- .'Of student groups .~. '~~iB Febr&aI:Y:.C;S. - 'patbOIogy.at"Uh_o .eoueae:.and. 0$
Classes to·every Depratment~~ blem, b~ said, ·.~We~nt·t~.·get· ~~~ingof, tJl.e·~tUdent Ce~,.~ •. " A~t~ this~ .ch&u"" hir.-AylmaD went on for .. her graduate WO*fin











.Busy Day At Placement Office
'\,.
. By Donald Laub
Black Students Organizations's
Welcome Party
-by:- 'Danvll BynJ ,- --- ,.
OnOdober,13th in the Oak (the skull) and many others whose.
Lounge,. The Black' Students names escape' me, joined. the old"-
Organization of Baruch B.S.O. troops, along with the ,. new... ' '
gave its 'Welcome Back to School members of B.S.O." in the dance
Party'. -The festivities started a they call 'The Freak Dance.' The
little after five o'clock, on the warm mystical, . meandering, mellow-
autumn evening. The room had tronic music had 'The Macaroni'
been attacked earlier by the moving in many manners. As'D. J ~
8.S.0. 's decorating committee, Butch rampantly raised the
that included Louise; AI, Sharon, revamped rotoreverberisor which
~n, Cliff, Daryl, Rodney, Darrell, caused the manic, . musical
and" Denise. When they finished, munchiers to scream 'J like it', fun
their dazzling creation left much for was had by all. . "
the imagination to playwith. With Ron Rolle, President of The'
a slight push on the eager turntable Black Students.Organization, said
Disc-Jockeys Butch and-Roy, he "was looking forward to the
proceeded to bombard "the school ~ear" and "h~s many plans
oubbling Baruch boogiers with fo activities". The Vice-President
some supper-s,!z~Ii~g.. solarstero- of the club, Denise Holiday added
sonicsounds. that, "the Black Students
Among the many partygoers . Organization was interested in _.
included anumber of ex-Baruchians obtaining new members among the ~
and friends, who had returned to numerous 'freshmen and transfer
say hello-and give--their'·progress--students." 'Their meetings are
reports. Tom, Eric, 'Dennis, Willie, held on various Thursdays in room













Rm. 310 (23.~d sr. Bldg)
Time: 12:30 - 2pm»





TO.KNOW IN ,·ORDER TO
REMAIN A BARUCH
COLLEGE STUDENT.
Date:' Thursday; Oct. 26th.
Place: Rm.. 4 so. - 2-3~· ST.
Time: 12 -'2 RM.
~ All Welcom.e!
CHRISTIA~CLUB"l
360 building 26th" St. Rm. 1818
Every Thurs-.12:00-1:45 pm.
Jesus prayed that his people would
be one-Let's come together as
One!!! All are invited.




two months later. Alyman instead
hired outside help.
None of the students enjoyed the L
long wait. Brian Sokoloff, a fresh- - '
m~,s~~ool~~h~r~da ~====~====~========:====~===~
half. This was not the first time. r
"I received a letter from the re-
gisrra's office," explained. Brian,
"informing me that my first picture
didn't come ou t. They said I would
have to take it over again;" -Brian
took the second, shot and has still
not received his card. "I hope this
isn 't an indication of how badly the
administration is -operated at
Baruch, " said Brian.
The inefficiency of th iden t
Center Board has caused oaruch
student'wasted time and their I.D.
cards. If a -systern 'overhall is
needed, students should.n't expect







Many students stood on line
during registration. week this term.
waiting to take pictures for I.D.
cards. Some. students remained on
line nearly two hours. Unless some
help arrives soon, those students
may not ever see their cards.
Due to equipment problems. I.D,.,.
card 'distribution was delayed.
indefinitely. •'The one camera we
have is being he:ld together by
Baling Wires, and Chewin~m,"
complained Carl Alymarr; Director
of Student Activities. But a broken
camera isn' tthe only 'reason for the
delay. Lack of communication with
the Purschasing Department and
the insufficient amount of film
received sight as two main causes.
In addition, Alyman, foreseeing
problems back in August, asked
the Student Center Board for a
work study student to help out.




on October 26th~ 1978
'.4 during clubhours in






,Continued from page 1
Carl Aylman
,.,
Continued hom page 1
















CWS, C.D., AIm ,PRIMARY
FA¥- BEOO PAlMElI'f
Danie1 L. Cre8D8e, Controller
once ina while we get stuck. But
we haven't lost a student in 30
years." He indicated that the
elevators were well-constructed




Everyone aboard -the elevator
was delivered to safety by repair-
men, with help from Ragoski, by
way of a . small ~adder Iowered
through the trap door of the
stranded elevator.
Prof; Scharf and others rescued
from the elevator were interviewed
by Prof. Marks' Journalism Class.
Asked how it felt to' be in the
elevator, Scharf said that at first he
though the incident "comical and
inconseqential," but that "after a
few minu te I began to worry,"
Wendella Nelson, a student, said
that although it was the first time
she had been stuck in an elevator,
she was not frightened; She and
the other passengers, she said, had
passed the time telling "Tony"
jokes. -
Asked how frequently elevators
stalled in the 23rd Street building,
Ermilio said that such incidents
occur "six, seven, eight times.. a
year.' , He stressed that the
elevators are inspected two to four
times per year and that they were
inspected as recently as a month
ago. Their load capacity, he said,
is 2<;>-25 persons, or 3.500 lbs. He
said that the elevator starter
usually on du ty in the lobby had
been ill. In any event, since neither
elevator telephone nor alarm was
working, operator Ragowski was
unable to call for assistance in the
usual manner. Errnilio said that
the phones in the elevator have not,
been working properly for some
time. He assured everyone at the
scene that the elevators are quite
safe.as they. are equi~dwith saftey
switched~ He surmised that the'
elevator might have been stalled
because one of the doors was not
properly closed and a switch could
not -make propeF- contact.
. All Financ1a.l Aid Recipients
FROM:
In a memorandUDf dated October 10, 1978, the University Office
TO:
SUBJECT: Schedu1e Chailge -~ #4
(Inc1uding BEOO~
- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - -~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
distribution o~ Financial Aid Checks will be delayed. ,Theref'ore,
o~ Student, Financial Assistance DOt1~ied Baruch College that the
t~e check distribution sched.u1e 1s changed as ~o11olrs:
P!.y]!ent #
4
lI.D.S.L. eheckaYill be ~ved back to:
WedDe~ ll/8/78'
Tburadq ll!9/78
Bursar Mlla aDd I.D. ca;rda are' required to pick up theae checb.
Pl.eue baYe thea read¥ to &'WOld delay1ng your ::tellow student••
,PAID-~P-o-LITICA·I;WORK·
Students Needed To, Work For~ Democratic Candigate On election Day,
'No. 7th. Straight Appearance And Attire Ne~essary. Call Todd Kenner at
674-6933 for details.
-
PHONES OUT OF ORDER
OCtober 25,
No one in the office on the first
floor had been informed of the
incident because the elevator
phone was ou t of order. It' was not
until J5 minutes after the elevator
stalled that repairmen, learned of
the trapped passengers.
Elevator operator Tony Ermilio,
a popular' personality and comic
among the students. said, "I told
Prof. Mikulsky of Campus Planning
to ge t the phones fixed~" 'Marilyn>: .
Mikulsky, Acting Director of
Campus Planning. told The Ticker
Ihat an investigation was made and
that "it took some time to trace
what was wrong." Prof. Mikulsky
added that the phones are not
functioning now because "they
couldn't find replacement pads."
When asked if the elevators iD
the main Building malfunction
often, Tony, who has been operat-,
ing them'at Baruch'for thirty years, ,
said, "These' elevators are fifty
years old; they don't make them
like, this a.nymore, The elevators
are in operation' 24 hours aday, so
Elevator
A Baruch College elevator-
stoppe~ between floors Friday,
September 29, shortly before 3pm.
in the 23rd street, building, trapp-
'ing twelve persons. for fifteen
minutes. This was the second time
within. twenty-four hours that an
elevator stalled in this building.
Among, those stuck between the
seventh and eight floors were ten
students, Prof. Walter Scharf of the
Chemistry Dept., and Willie
Ragowski, elevator operator.
The 'incident was reported by
Prof. Jason Marks of the English
Department, who, on his way to
Cla1s in room 711, heard frantic
banging on the seventh floor
elevator door and calls for help.
After telling his Principles of
Journalism students to follow him,
he rushed downstairs to the lobby
followed by his students and spoke
to Buildings and Grounds.
College/Student Personnel at This would serve t(;1:.create a club .' said, "I was spoiled, at Bronx. I
Michigan State University. It was 'cohesiven~ss that would hopefully had a nine month package and was
. as a newly -graduated student that result in mutual problem solving: . five minutes away from home. At
.she first saw the Baruch offer in the or to establish universal goals in Baruch, 'I have an eleven month
Michigan "Times': and subse- terms of student elections: or even package and I'm, one hour and a
quentlyfound her way back to New, to publicize worthy but more or less' half away from home."
York. obscure organization such as the . However, work at Baruch Col-
About -this trying period of job, Baruch Intership Club. In con- lege is more personally satisfying
hJ:!!l,J:i.ftg that Jollowed, Miss Bick junction with this, Ms. Bick would to Mr. Aylman, largely because he
said: "Anyone who goes through a also like to see a Club Fair, in, works' more closely to students'
job search will find this the 'worst which all clubs would -systemati- no~.....;-
part of life. MNutu~was black, " cally take out time to present them- I jumped at this because it's
Ironically, about that interview that selves to the student body. 'closer, to the field I want 'to 'be
won her Zthe job, she mused, "I involved ·wi-th." --The dark-haired
didn' h II} addition, Ms. Bick would like .handsome man adds, ':1 find it.
I n t t ink it went well. I was to create a Baruch Coffee House
,really discouraged." She _aI5,o re- interesting. "I find it challenging.
.. ' that would provide a "let-loose It is not dull."
called worrying that her frequen t . t "Sh ld lik t... ,.' , . environmen . e wou e 0 ~ th t l' f h . bjoking hadn t gone over well. And , . '. e ac ua meat.of t e JO,
h h d l:r d "h . f" see here food and entertainment: a r. Aylman is, working ,nn a per-sea orrere avmg a sense 0 . ,I th t t d t ld "f I '-q-&
h " tof h ':' P ace a s u en s cou ee sonal project - the expansion of theumor as part '0 t e reason -she 11 d b t hanai t'" J
h ld b h
' d ~ ," I rea y goo ~ ou angmg ou m. recreation area for Baruch
s ou e mren. It seems that her B t·t .. t ti ·11 tak t.. d f . b u I s cons rue Ion WI e a students. He is acting on the .pre-
instmcts turne out avora ly. . 1 t th M B· k
M B· k" ibi . . eas ano er year. s. IC Iiminary results of a questionaires. IC s responsi ilities as the t d: "It' .' b b
A
· D' '. '. commen e . s a major JO e- ans . d b th d 1ssistant irector will deal pn- it .: were y e stu ents ast
'I 0 h h P B d cause I means major construe- spring. This polling showed that
man y wit t e rogram oard an to - "B t it b .
h d
' I b ' . Ion, u I seems to e a major the general trend was toward
t e stu ent c u s. About this she iob 0 th 1 "1
d
"I· ' jo In 0 er ways a so. try to offering less club d'commente : enjoy the contact, d ,11'. space an more
ith th d -~ h d . f ' advise the Stu ent .Government to lounge space.WI e stu ents au~.1 t e egree 0 • . ,
f
doi ',' , . see the reahty of this situation, "The Student Center is some-
ree om, that I have in planning hi h he ft bli d b t."
" Sh dd'" w IC t eyare 0 en l'p' ,~ OU . what inadequate to the needs of the
programs. e a ed, Very H & h d . kl d 0'
f I b
· " er lore ea wrmx e In concern. student," Mr. Aylman said. He
o ten act as an ar itrator. "I d 't lik t b the h b
Th B h .. . on 1 e 0 e eavy e- would like to see a club center ine aruc work environment I' d - If ..
h I d
. th cause m a reamer myse . another; nearby building. He
as a so seeme 1:0 agree WI Ms. B t th bl d d I\.
"0 0 S ' ,r' - , ut e pro ems 0 not en would. also like to see the fhird floor
DIck. he has found the co-workers h Sh 1 d 1> k i h hai
, bl M ifi - ere. e eane ac In er c air, of the Student Center turned into a
enjoya e. ore speer cally, about d dd d ith h d d
the ting 'Director, she said: an, a e -Wi" er rea y an lounge. and the fourth floor. into a
" I'· d' . basi 11 frequent laugh, Student Govern- recreational wing where such acti-
ar th~nc u bes mde in aSlca
l,
y ment has so 'much control it makes .vities .as ping-pong and billiards
very ung e, oes, so m. you depressed." Ms. Bick also
~
d II t f th would . be available. Pre-in orme on a as,pee s 0 ,IS dd d th t "T'-= b '. ' ,a ea. lie ureaucratic di t bl h . hace. He gives me a lot of leeway" lC a y. t ere IS t e question of
& 1 'R' ' structure IS such that the amount of the club.s already stationed, on
lor y own sty e., e s an mere- d is i di '" I .
dible boss. He lets me make de- re tape IS, iscouragmg. t these floors. ~ ,
. . .. "h ." seems that the bureaucracy of "1 recognize ~e need for clubs to
crsions t at are rmne. ". . . ' Baruch College and the Student have space," he said. ·'In other
And deCISIons are betnD • at least, - A ...; . tl· taff t b . 11 th ' . I b' " ,- ,. , ~ CuVl es s wan' aSlca Y', ewords. we cant Just throw' c u s
carefully charted. Ms. ,BJcks' , 'd b t t'h 'th h·' h f
o _ ••• • same en s, u at e Ig er out." This is part 0 the reason
major project at thIS pOInt IS the ffi I f B h & I th t th. ' 0 Ica s 0 aruc lee a e that he believes that the club center
consumation of a Club Council of . 0ty f th" 'b·j'ty I', , maJon 0 e responsl I lIes would be beneficial. Not only is the
Delegates that wonldbe comprised 'th th tud t T thO M
f
. WI e s en s. 0 IS, s. Student Center's structure fixed in
o representatIVes from each club. B' k I' d "B t I & 1' IC rep Ie: u tee a respon- terms of immovable walls, but if
r-~-~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~ility ~ pro~e b ~ clubswere.sh~~~~, ~ir
students." Ms. Bick, predictably, interaction would heighten sensiti- ,
does not work on a strict nine to vity to each other. "A lot of this is
five schedual.' But this has not still in· theory." he added.
inhibited her private life yet. Mr. Aylman also addressed the
possibly because she is single, On problem of enforcing the prohibi-
the contrary, however. she feels tion of' drugs, 'alcohol, and
that the job has enhanced her gambling, which seem to have be-
private life. come rampant in the Student
Also. Ms, 'Bick is working on a Center over the years. ;lHe com-
book, which she hopes-will be in ' men ted that the Center seems to
publication within a year: It deals have attracted students involved in
, with ,her pet theory of humanistic these ,three activities, and t~ose
medicine, "People come first," students who aren t, feel alienated
she said. "not the legistics." Ms. and deprived of using the Center.
Bick, fittingly sporting a vibrant "The question is what about
r:d blouse, is seeking to make this these students rights? Aren't they
comment on social institutions entitled to a smoke~free" environ- '
through humor. "It's laughter is ment? I tend to think 'yes."
, the bet medicine sort of thiI!g." , Mr. Aylman said that he is pre-
The author is working in collabo- pared to enforce the prohibition
ration with a married mother of policy, but hopes se~e discipli-
three in Connecticut. Inconviently . nary action will not be necessary.
enough. Ms. Bick lives in Inwood, Mr. Aylman continued to present
Manhattan. Despite this, the two himself as a sentitive, aware'man
are, up to chapter three, and after when he discussed his family life.
this publication, Ms. Bick hopes to He met his wife, Ann, while in
·retum to her book about colleges. college, when- she too was active in
,Her feelings about, this work mes'h student. affairs. Has the job affect-
directly with ther philosophy as' ed their privCl:te lives? It seemS not,
Assistant Director. "Kids were but Mr. Aylman commented.
always getting the run around. I "Things do not fit into a nine to
-'want to,teacli students to utilize all five arrangement. ' , BUf, he added
that is avaiI~ble to.,them to beat the from under a neat, black mustache,
sytem. I found out too late." "She ~as a~a~e· the job had
T'he students of Baruch siricerely irregUlar hours' and what the res-
hope that Ms. Bick can aid us be-ponsibilities were when I toot it."
fore it is too late. 'We wish her But for the present, w~, the
success on the job and in making students of Baruch College. wish
her motto ahout ~aru~h, our motto. our new Acting Director much luck
To quote Ms. Bick, "I have a plaC: in all his endeavors. Needle~ to
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Although the O'Keefe formula is secret. certain factors in the'
. equation are well known:
1. O'Keefe has a hearty, full-bodied flavor,
2. It is smooth and easy going down,
3. Its head commands respect.
Our theory is that Einstein would have concluded: It:S too good to
qtilp, ~Iativelyspeaking, of course.
r---------------------------------.......
Gilbert and Sullivan's operettas twenty-one he must untangle him-
are renowned for their humor, self from this and other difficulties.
v.erb~sity, ironic plots and their The company leaned more
parodies of English· society. toward the entertaining rather then
Although they were written over artistic side of the theater. Few of
one hundred years ago their the repetory group were especially
'ingenious wit still shines through. good singers but most were fine,
The Light Opera of Manhattan is entertaining actors and the
an Off-Off Broadway .repertory enthusiasm they generated on
group that helps new performing stage filled any voids that were left
artists find an outlet for their from lack of· vocal virtuosity.
talents. Specializing in light opera, Raymond Allen unsuccessfully
this season it will perform, the attempted the patter sOf:lg "I Am' A
entire Gilbert and Sullivan repe- 'Major General", and the female
toire in the order . they were chorus was thin, weak and lacked
composed. unity. But the male chorus of
.Its production of The" Pirates of pirates had a solid, rich sound.
Penzance, . played. on Sunday The cos.tumes wereeleborate,·
October 8, was an extraordinary bright, ,colorful creations of George'
success. The plot'centers around Stinson, the choreography was by
Frederich who'· was mistakenly. Jerry Gotham, and William Mount-
apprenticed to a pirate instead of Burke and Brian Molloy did an
a pilot by a' stupid nurseymaid excellent job substituting for an
when he was young. Now that he is - .orchestra with an organ. a piano
. and two. timpani.
. The shows' are at the Eastside
Playhouse on 74th Street off
Second Avenue. Tickets are
relativly . inexpensive a~ eight
dollars and students and senior
citizens get in for half price.' The
Pirates of Penzance will be .repeat-
ed on February 7th Through the
. 18th. Meanwhile performances of
other operettas are played, every
Wednesday through Sunday. For
specific information call UNl-2288.
by Renee Perry
The atmosphere is relaxed-
people are easy to get along with,
but our-only complaintis the lack of
lounge facilities. ."
-! '.
People aren't friendly, they
keep to themselves. The campus is
too spread out. And some pro-
fessors shouldn r be teaching any-
more.
For those of you who are still
quite confused or unhappy, I urge
you to find an interest and go full
speed ahead. College life doesn't
have to be undersirable by any
means. If you approach this new
challenge with the right attitude,
you'll soon find that your biggest
problem will be as insignificant as
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I have no problems .as of yet, the
professors seem qualified, classes
. aren' t boring. But I would like to
meet more people.
So far, I've found everyone to be
really open and friendly-teachers
as well as students. There's always.
something going on and so many
. opportunities. I really like it.
By Peter Lewison and
Ernest Fagan'
A Freshman Point of view:
I,
.. The, school looked old but I
figured that it has to be good be-
cause it has been around so long.
360 is alot more modem looking.
And people are really nice.
As a freshman, I feel that the"
school in itself is O.K. -The people
are very friendly and the professors
are O s,K. The classes are O.K., but
,v'




It's so difficult to adjust to any- people had the same feelings as I
thing new .._ Since you don't know did. They too. felt alone, confused
what to expect. you can bec?me and frightened.
very frightened. One day you're in The people I've 'met so far,
high school, feeling very content turned out to be extremely friendly
and safe. then you find yourself and very, nice to" know.. All of a
.attending college for the first time. sudden I found myself being
You seem to be confused and invited to lunch. Each time it was
totally withdrawn. Suddenly. you different. because I was with some-
wish you were back in high school, one new. I'm getting to know them
"'\lo' , ',.?#
back with your friends-and back to and are aware ~of their goals. their
the fifestlye you were -s-o-a-c-c-u-s-----in-te-r-e-s-ts-and. their desires.
tomed to. Those fe~lings do pass
in time.
Naturally, you never forget the
good times you once had with all
the people you care so much about.
Yet, the past is the past. It's time
to move forward, to go ahead to
face the w~rld and learn to stand on
your own two feet.
I accepted college academically,
but found myself lost socially. I
had never seen so many people at JAZZ ROCK FUSION: THE UNDER THE RAINBOW by
one time before. 1 watched PEOPLE-THE MUSIC by Julie Arnie Kantrowitz (Pocket 52.25)
-anxiously, waiting for the world to Coryell and Laura Friedman (Delta The book is subtitled "Growing Up
shake my hand, only to find 1had to 59.95) This is one of the best books Gay," but Kantrowitz' story is
at least make the effort in meeting out 'on fusion music. Julie. Coryell,. much more than that. It's the story
it hcUfw,ay.' It was hard to accept wife of guitarist Larry, has a way of of a man growing up through an
that someones . as gregarious.' as charming informative interviews era,. being politically active
. myself, would encounter any diffi- out, of the most temperamental throughout the .sixties, and windi!1g
culties. musicians, and this giant book is up as real per~on despite all the
After a few days,--r-oecioea to - excellefitlyTaid--out-with--lots---of - £r-ap.
join the human race. 1 couldn't just color pictures. . His style of writing IS free-
tap someone on the shoulder and flowing, yet heJvoids the self-
Best off all, there is an extensive indulgences of many autobiogra-say, "Hi, I'm Ma-ria, what's your
name?" Or could I? All it took was selected discography in the back; phers. He won't tell you what he
a little courage. 1 began involving memtio~i~g th,e b~st recordings of had for IUBch last Tuesday, but
myself in some, school activities, the ",musIcian ~s either. a. leader or after reading Under the. Rabl:bow
1 must admit it::was~'tash~~dP~s' i ~ession-'~phtyer: .: .... I'fighl}l Recom- ,. you'll feel you know somebody as if
th~ght. 1found that most of ti4~e ! ~'mell,(iep'; , . . ; yq~ ~~~_~~~~~ ~~~,. • ., r".' -_' .., ','oC"'. ~ _ ••-:. _ H .;. .• ~ j
........ .... . /cla,J.,.II ••• _ <:4._--""_ .'A-'.'_ -_·c_· -, -_ ............ 4 ~._~ .....~ .. ~ ...... ~'.' .... '~'~--L..~ :. .... -.- - •• -.... . ..
J
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need academie support. We need
administrative support and we beg
for it, we cry for it, we bitch for it
and we get very little." a
THE TICKER will announce the
<lo.
results of the Academic Committee








Foreign students and other
knowledgeable students are asked
to forward any information they
may have regardingexisting grants
for .foreign' students' .. in other
C. D. N. Y.' s schools. In response to
our article $10,000 in fogeian
student 'grant lost 10-12-78 and
with a meeting with a group of
foreign students fast week, Dean
Jay Finklemen has asked for proof.
that other grants exist in, other
"·C.D.N.Y. school. Proof of .such .-
grants can aid in the reestablishing
of the grant. program for' foreign
students here at Baruch, All such
information is asked to be for-
warded !o Rueben Adeshuko,
African Students Assoc. room 307
in the' 23rd street building,
PI ALPHA













The formation of a local chapter of
Sigma Iota Epsilon at Baruch Col-
lege has just been approved.
''t. '.•
I ~OULD LIKE TO APPLY FQR:
students who have completed 24
credit hours with an overall-
average of 3.5. Submit the
enclosed form to Dr. David Bres-










· SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
by Alan GUston Mr. McLoughlin discussed how to
properly prepare aresu~e. inter-
Following: a well attended viewing techniques, and the
Membership-Brunch, the Manage- current job market. ,
merit Society substantially -in-: The .Managernent Society has
~ased it's membership. and has announced it's next guest speaker
scheduled it's second presentation will be Dr. Thomas Milton Frve
for Thursday; October 26th, from the Management Consulting
The Membership Brunch. which . firm of Frye and Associates. Dr.
was held on October l Zth, attracted Frye's firm is designed to coordi-
The Security Department has over one hundred business nate and direct the inecessary re-
accumlated an assortment of un- students who took thrs.opportuniry sours~s to.... successfully solve
Sigma Iota .Epsilon, affiliated. with I' d f d to meet the Society's new officers, managerial and organizational
. c arme oun property, Such pro-
the Academy of Management as its perty , includes watches; wallets, faculty' members of the Manage-, problems. Although in business
student ,division, is both an b k I . ment - department, and fellow "for only one year, his firm has been'
00 s, g asses, shoes, hats,' gloves•
.
honorary and professional frater- I hi d Baruchians. Refering to the fifty involvedIn the business, medical,r c ot ing an a purse, Persons, who
nity. his means ·thatits general have lost articles of this nature new' members, many of whom -and educational fields.
purpose is two-fold; to encourage should inquire at Room 102 at 155 volunteered to serve on various. The Management Society pre-
and recognize scholastic excellence committees within the club" 'Pre- '.' sentarion 'wH,1 be 12 o'clock'
East.24th Street during the hoursof •
· and. to promote cooperation 9 to 5 P.M. weekdays. sident - John Zenko termed the Thursday, October 26th in room
between the-academic and practical Brunch an "overwhelming 1862. 360 Park Avenue South. Dr.
aspects of management. There are success". "Before the semester is Frye will be dis~·sing·his firm'~
about 35 chapters of the frater-nity I Registration Blues. cornpl~ted". he added, "we hope objectives. and the techniques used
located nationwide in leading col- . Co ti d fro to tnple last Fall' semesters' in trying to help other firms in
leges and universities. . . n Doe m page I membership .of sixty." correcting" managerial' and
television monitors, having the" Our objective", states Vice- organizational- problems.
closed circuit system put in the President Bernardine Boyce. "is to This will also be 'an opportunity
back. Every time a course doses serve t~~ business students of :?r those ~ho ate inter:;ted to join.
'we could mark it down on the sheet Bar~ch"in as many ways as There IS no 'memb hip fee"
that the camera is viewing and it po~slble. as demonstrated on states Tre-asurer June Alexis "and
would show up 'on monitors on both October 5 th, when the Manage- - for those who cannot att~nd there is
sides of the room;" rnent Soc~ety pre~ented. William always an, officer-present <Juring
Another proposal to be Mc!-oughltn, associate director of club hours .in the Management
presented at the meeting was for . placement at Baruch, as their first Society office, room 301 in the
"On-Line, Registration." This guest sp~aker of the~all '78 term. Student center, to discuss past
. system gets the confirmation to you Addressing approximately one presentations and register new
on the spot, and it won't accept a hundred and twenty-five -stl!r1ents, members."
closed course. Also, it won't .
accept, say for example a Fresh- the present registration procedure
man trying to register for FIN 2600, was best summed up by Mr.
Tyburzcy: when he said, "The
it won't go through the computer.
But that, runs into alot of money. -system is good. and we will say it
The Registrar's Office is not until we die, the system is .good,"
"sitting back", on these' -issues. He also said" "We need support
from the Chairmen and from the
They are working hard to try 'to .
k '. tr ti . f 11 h Deans. we cannot do it alone We
rna e regis a on easier or ate I' . --,
students.
The intensity of their feelings on·· . Foreign Trade '
212-CO'MMU.N~ITY·' The Foreign Trade- SocIety invites aII- I. interested stndents to-attend 'thelr next
.meetlng.- On' Octe 26th; 12:30 Pem.n in .1L-. room 829 In the26tb Street buDdIng. ~.
r---------INDIA-~:~~~-- t
, .. TO LAUNCH THE
NEW SEMES-TER'
WILL BE HELD '
'. ',', .' ':8NI ' .....•...
. "OCT:;'16th'ROONr'~47 '2681 S1..-BLDG.·:





SOCIETY FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS
AND ADMINISTRAnON
Applications are now being
solicited for membership in the
Baruch College Chapter of .the
National Honorary Society Pi Alpha
Alpha:' Membership' is open to
undergraduate seniorsj" including
.thosewho have graduated .this.past
spring, with an overal undergradu-
ate, average of 3.2 .and a similar
average in their public administra-
tionmajor, Undergraduate juniors
are eligible if they have an average
of at least 3.5, includinB 15 hours in
their major.
Membership is open to graduate
The next Mathematics Place-
ment Exam will be given. to
students whohave never taken it,
on Wednesday, November 15, 1978
and Thursday November. 16, 1978.
Three' categories of students
should take this examination:
1) All students who entered
Baruch as Freshmen since
Setember 1974 -and have not yet
taken the Mathematics Placement
Exam:
All students In this category' are.
required to take the Mathematics
'Placement Exam r~ardless .of
their High School mathematics
courses or grades.. Most students·
took the exam when they entered
Baruch. Those·students who have'
not t@i.en the examination must
. take it at this time in ~rder"to
register for Math in the Spring.
2). Transfer students since
September 1976:
Stundents in this category should
take the Placement Exam if they
have not take an equivalent
remedial mathematics sequence at
another college. Check with the
Mathematics Department.
3) .' Those Transfer students
entering before September 1976:
Students in this category- who
have not yet taken Mathematics at
Baruch must check with the
Mathematics Department to
determine whether or not they
must take the Placement Exam,
NOTE: NO STUDENT .MAY RE- Membership in Sigma Iota Epsflon
TAKE THE- PLACEMENT EXAM. is open to both undersgraduate and
NO STUDENT PRESENTLY graduate students in management.
REGISTERED FOR ANY Undergraduate students in
MATHEMATICS COURSES ·MAY management are eligible to apply
TAKE THE PLACEMENT EXAM. . for membership if they have: .(a)
4 Students planning to take this completed at least 30 credits of'
examination must sign up, for it at course work at Baruch with at least
360 Park Avenue South -in Room a 3.0 academic average; and (b)
2053 CQ~Y Session) or Room 2041, completed one or more advanced
or 2023 (Evening Session) 'by management courses (4000 or 5000 .
November 3. They will have their series courses) with an academic'
choice of date (15th or 16th) and average of at least 3.0. Graduate
will be given the time and place of students it! ma~age~ent· are
the exam when they sign up. . . eligible to apply for membership if
·they have: (a) completed at least 9
credits of graduate, work at Baruch
. with at least a 3.3 academic
average; and (b) completed one or
more 'graduate management
courses with an academic average
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invitations. Being .alone for a
couple of days is a good, way to
relieve any tensions..
Aquarius (January 20-February 18)
A close friend's love is all you need
for sure satisfaction. Spend some
time alone with them and cherish
each special moment.
Pisces (February 19-March 20)
Don't take too much for granted
where work . is' concerned.' Dead-
.Iines are to be met and you're
goofing off!
Sagittarius (November 22.-
December 21) People around- you
tend to be tempermental. Don't
. give int? their whims, .they're only
filled with hot air.
cation will be important. A letter
or a phone call may be all you need,
to finalize a travel plan.
Virgo (August 23-September 22)
Stimulating new friendship tends
to make life more interesting, Give
. 'l
your time and energy to them.
Libra (September 23-0ctober 22)
This week brings new creative
interests. Elaboration on these
ideas help to ease the mind.
Scorpio (October 23-November 21)
You seem to be very short on
patience at this time. Immdiate




19) You' shy away -frorn large




··.Aries (March 21-April 19)
Romances spark up and the flames
get hot. Don't be choosy, take
what you can get.
Taurus (April 20ol.M,ay 20) A 'loved
one may become obnoxious at this
time, ,Go about your business in
the' usual manner, they'll come
around.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) Someone
, will have a wonderful st.Irprise for
you. Take this time to show them
just how much they mean to you.
"
-. Cancer (June 21-July 22) You're in
"'a financial crisis' righ t now. Relax. .
and take a deep breath. A relative
comes to the rescue..
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Pisces (February 19-~arch 20) At
one time you may have had a
couple of romances going. You
may be losing your touch. Stop
complaining, one is' better than
none!
your hands dirty. It's nothing a .
little soap and water can't cure. .
Capricorn (December 22-January
19) An a~gument may flare up with
you mate. Don't be too quick with
the tongue. It may get chopped off.
Aquarius (January 20-February 18)
The weather has become pretty
<nippy. Share a blanket with a
friend and feel the temparature. ,rIse..
Next Week's Horoscope
Aries' (March 21-ApriI 19) Try to how you spend your financial aid
get away from daily, routines. checks. You'Il never know when
Experience something new and you may get another. .
exciting. Ever climb a' ,mount,!-in? Virgo (August 23-September 22) A
Taurus (April 10-May 20) Don't new idea has caught your fancy.
worry about things you should have Put it to good use, you need some
done and haverr't.. Think of things adventure in your life.
you can do and go full speed ahead! Libra (September ~October 22)'
Gemini (May 21-June 20) Someone Pressure begins to build up. Relax.
. with much romantic charm 'is go out and party. Things have a
driving you wild. You may be out . way of working themselves out.
of their league. Don't give up. try rv Scorplo (October 23-November 21)
for that home run. Surprise!' You're in love again. Go
Cancer '(June 21-July 2~) An old ahead .... take yourchances. They'll
friend comes to' surface. .Listen try anything once!
carefully to what they say and read Sagittarius (November 22-
between the lines. December 21) House hold chores









G:'~:~ invites ~-:~ested stu::t:: come!
~ & join fabulous club VANGUARD. The meeting:
: will take place th~dayOct 26 Room 311 _
_ at 12:00 - 2 pm. .
~
The president, Susan Ros~r will be glad to'\tee
all new & old faces.
~~~~ .~~~~ ~~~~--~
~ ~, ., ~,."..,,~~ ~.....,~
, FIN-ECO FORUM
, PRESENTS
, GRADUATE SCHOOLS: PLANS Al'l"D PROSPECTS
, THE 'QME: 12:00NOON
THE DATE: NOVEMBER 2, 1918
THE PLACE: ROOM 638, 26th STEET BUILDING
-~ JOIN THE ECONOMICS-FINANCl;-FACULTY AND FIND ~
" OUT ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT·· GMAT'S' ~
': GRADUATE - ~CHOOL, APP~CATIONS, REQUIREME~S
L ' AND MORE.__~~LBARUCH~~~~NTSARE~~~~.: , ~ ~ - -.. :. M usical Theatre TalenJ Sought
: : r by: Bernadette Lynch
: PUBLIC SPEAKING DEBATE COUNCIL :. Richard _ Rodgers. who .has their performances were. in the have an abiding love for and con-
: ,,'PRESENTS ~ enriched the American musical judgment of the committee. an fidence in my birthplace. New York
• PROF. ROBERT MEYERS : theatre Jor more than half a amateur effort, university-spon- City. and a conviction that it is that
: (OF THE SPEECH D~P~RTMENT) ~ century. is collaborating with the sored , or reached but a small artistic center of the nation. the
: ON THE MECHANICS OF A • American Academy and Institute of audience. or were incomplete or award production must take place.
: JOB INTERVIEW :- Arts and Letters - of which he is a inadequate. in Ne'w York City." .
.. .. member -- to encourage young . Last spring the celebrated The annual productions will be
• -HOW TO PREPARE ~ talent who will be the Rodgers. composer handed Jacques Barzun, performed first in non-profit insti-
• Hammerstein, and Cole Porter of president of the Academy-Insti- tutions (such as Equity Library·-WHAT TO EXPECT •
-WHAT THEY EXPECT i ;tI the future. tute, a check for one million.dollars .Thatre, juilliard Institute, Hudson
-DRESSING ASPECTS l= This month more than 800 col- to establish and administer the Guild, N.Y. Shakespeare FestivaL'
~ leges. music and drama schools. fund. The award stipulates that the Manhattan Theatre Club, and
~
and amateur theatre groups around winning work I!1ay be a, play -with numerous others): ' .They wiH cost
the country. will· be receiving. music, an operetta, a revue, an between fifty and seventy thousand
notices offering students a chance adaptation of a classic or a .~ typical dollars and the work will remain
to apply for the Richard Rodgers Broadway show." It may be full- the property of. its creators.
Production Award to be offered 'length or several short works that· Neither the Academy-Institute nor
every year. Its primary purpose make up ~ theatre evening. the producing' organization will'
will be to make possible by subsidy An important condition attached retain anycontrol over any rights to
a production in New York City of a to the million dollars was the kind the award production.
musical play by authors and of statement one might expect from Applications'are available by.
composers whose works have not ,the composer of the famous writing to the American Academy
before been professionally per- standard whose opening ..lyric is,. : , . ' ,. . . 1 • , .
,formed. The.applicants, of course, , ('We'U take Manhattan, The Bronx ".~litiri1i~~~·~!4·
need not be students. Previously and Staten Island."
produced works will be eligible if Mr. Rodgers stated "Beca~se I
•••;
::,. '......................................................











































51 Signifying maiden 23 Inn for tr~velers
name i .24 Former French
52 Humor. I azine provinoe .
53 Enemie f clothing 25 Imitate
54 Captain ---- . 28 Lamprey and
57 U. S. railroad electric
58 Rare-earth element 29 Actor Greenstreet.
59 Do a floor job for sh~rt
." ,60 Ones who try 31 01 d song. "-=- a
61 Occubat ion of Seesaw" .





36 Sports ca rs
39 Ending for pay
42 Garment worker





47 Half of TV team





















19 Pl ayed a part
20 Part of NCO
21 Eddie Cantor's wife
22 Aspects
24 Cleopatra's 10. iller
25 Gulf of ---- 1 Skin injur-y
26 Record of brain 2 Hackneyed expres-
acti vr t y sion
27 Lively da~e . 3 Indication of a
29 Tired . sale it~rn (2 wds.)
30 Elasticity 4 Harvard 'vines
3j Depot (abbr.) 5 Baseball hall-~f-
36 Writer Bernard --- farner. Chief ----.
37 Actor Knight 6 Energy unit
38 Hypo ttte t i ca l sub- 7 Dog sound. in
stance comics
40 Irritates S Sign gases
41 Move slowly 9 Barber shop item
43 Playing marble 10 Songbird
46 "-.- la Douce" 11 Gennan number
47 Extinct New Zealand 12 Hospital pnyst c i an
bird 13 Trial material
49 Capital of Montana 14 Poured. as wine








After spending a little more time in
Germany, we entered the Iand of
Switzerland, which I will describe
in the next segment of this series.
>.
by Bob Tschudi .
We c6rove along the Autobahn,
which is the European equivalent
of the Interstate highways in
America: .The only difference is
that there is no. speed limit on the
Autobahn. .t!ccordingly, it.is a very
dangerous road. We whisked past





I had spent almost two weeks be-s
hind the .iron curtain in Czehos-
lovakia, and' I was relieved to .bein
West-Germany. It was good to see
advertisement billboards, attrac-
tive stores, and wide, smooth
roads.
In the last segment of the- Student
Travel Log, I ..described my visit to
Czechoslavakia, -with the' military
police, the long lines and 'barren
shops, and the country's historic
beauty. I was visiting my aunt and'
uncle, who are .ttInericans
·stationed in the United States
Embassy in Prague.. After two
weeks, I. was glad to move on.
.
.~. . .
We spent the mght in Garmish, in
the Bavarian section of Southern
Germany. All of Southern
Germany looks. like a storybook,
town. Spotlessly clean walks and
streets, window boxes overflowing
with flowers, excellent laridscap-
ing, and huge paintings on the out-
side walls. of the houses make this
area -one of the most beautiful in
Munich is a beautiful city. The the world. It is a 'showplace for
buildings, streets, and sidewalks tourists and the .Germans put ~
are exceptionally clean. .1 'toured quite a show. The men and ~ress
the Olympic Stadium buildings and boys in the traditionalsIyle: knee
the adjoining Olympic Park. The socks, short pants with suspenders,
architecture .of the stadium hats, and'decorative walking sticks.
buildings is unique. From the The town of Neusehwanstein is' also
.elevated Olympic Park, I had a located in that area. In that town is
spectacular view of the stadium' 11 very famous castle, built by King,
We obtained our visas and headed and the city. There were business- Ludwig. You have probably' seen it
for the border. Five miles from the. men, ~ joggers, students', and replica, which Walt Disney made
border, we vweresstopped: by an children. And modern ears, Df;WS-" and placed in his amusement
- armed soldier who checked our paper. stands' and supermarkets. parks. It is a huge castle with high
papers. At the border, things were It was so much like America.. All &ilings, elaborate paintings and
more complex. On both sides of. my life;. pictured Germany as a woodcarvings, ornamental chande-
the road stood watch towers. Each vast farmlad with fatfrauleins Hers, murals, and marble floors ..
housed soldiers who were toting --..: carrying buckets of .milk on' their King, Lu~-use~emendous
very fierce-looking machine'tguns. shoulders,"."]" pictured "little girls amounts of the peoples labor and
After being inspecte~and scrufi- with braids .and baggy dresses. ~. money to' build it and only now is it
nized at 'two heavily guarded steel HoW wrong Lwasl -The oldermen payilig' 'off; .as a 'toorist attraction.
.gate~: we e~t~red the "no m~ri's ~women dress rather formally,
land . .ThIS IS a barren, mmed while most 'of the youth have
(implanted .with explosives) field. chosen jeans as their favorite garb.
between the Czech and German The people were exceptionaly-
borders. friendly and hospitable.
/
r·
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Shirts are in Autumn's colors
and less printed than previous
seasons. Fr0!D warm flannel to
sexy quiana, they1're" collar-Jess
and undeniably' stylish. _ The
unbuttoned-to-the-navel look is
definitely out.: The two top bottons
are the most undone, and only to
reveal necks sporting gold chains.
Wrap sweaters make great
coverups, with the dependable
Leather bomber jackets once again
making their entrance in' future,
colder da~e:iIenghted
coats worn on e formal
- occasions will be well taO ored and.
with sleeker line. Suits and dress
• slacks are made 'from natural
fabrics, such as wool and cotton
with an infimtesimalamount of
polyester, Shoes, following the
. latest trends in feminine footw~,
are lower-healed and sligIttly
pointed. Patent leather is "In".
.. ·So {elIas, 'there's no-a'-to
dress out-of-it : With the'· wide
selection of' thiS season's clothes•.
They- are. just- what every guy !
wa~.ts-;~~~~ai~. ~ ~,~~e..}Uld , i ,
'las(l?UtDev~~~F91\U~J),~t••• ":".




Writing about fashions for guys.,
is no easy task, especially when
buying clothes practicality and
comfort before fashion aid in their
purchasing decision: So I enlisted
the help of some very "in" males
at Baruch. While confirming my
.. belief, they nevertheless :showed
me that masculine fashions are
various and stylish with less re- .
strictions than their feminine
counterpart.
Jeans are still the one ana only
casual dress. Depending upon
individual preference, they can be
anything from the prominent
Sassoons and Calvin Kleins, to the
popular numbers. manufactured by
French Star, Disco Jeans and
Faded Glory. The cuts range from
slight flare~" to almost no,
straighter legged flares. Once.in a
while' corduroys 'make' the' scene,
particularly in ·that 01'. favorite--
levi's.
Worn with the jeans are many
versioned sweaters. The' b.asic .
pullover .as. 'well as the bu~,
erewelknit complete the look..
Velour, the winter's answer to
.t~~~!0tf, .a~sP.p.~~e~.a cOmf~~.
..table; fashionable sweater. Neck-
lines are rounded, with small
,.
. .... ...• ~ - :
. . r
- -- .... - -..- ",- ..
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" .October.,2G, ,1978
:
. Dear Editor.. '
.1 am presently incarcerated in,
Green Haven Correctional Facility
(New York State) for possesing a'
small amount of'cocaine. And 3:s
the New York State law mandates, I
am serving alifetime sentence.
, Prison life is a new experience to
me, for. up until this incident, I
have never had any confrontation
with the law enforcement officals.
Yet it was deemed necessary for
'me to spend the rest of my life in
prison for possessing a miniscule
amount of cocaine. .'
I t has now been two years since
the day of my incarceration and am
on the verge of giving up all hope.
But as a last resort, I am appealing
to you and your fellow students for
. '".
understanding. My humble
request is that I be afforded a small
amount of space in your paper so I
may cadge of assistance. .
I am abou t to undergo a slow and
.tedious .legal .battle- ,. that will
f'
hopefully a prove New York's drug
13:w unconstitutional. but of course
this will 'prove to the quite a costly
proceedure and cannot be
- accomplished without assistance.
I am ~esently lacking the
financial resources having
exhausted a substantial sum' of
money before, during and after my
trial and would sincerely appreciate
all donations regardless of the
amount.
As edi tor of th~ paper I know'
leave this matter (my fate) entirerly
in your hands, using the discretion -,
you se; fit in' voicing my..plight
across the college ·campus. Plea~
help. me correct the injustice that










Editor;' Give us time. It's coming.
Dear EdItor: .
I have been going to Baruch Col-
lege for the past two years and
heave yet to see 'a story done about
the cafeterias of this school. These
overpriced non-nutritious rip off
stands have heen abusing and.
bleeding _us without a word from
anyone. How about it Ticker?
From a starving and mad student!
To the Editor:
I am a new freshman here at
Baruch College. I am curious· to
find out how I could become a
member of your newspaper. i was
impressed· with what I read in the
October 12th issue. I am sure that I 1
e
can add much to your· publication.
Thank you ":
Robert Frisks
EditoI;,. comment: The Ticker's
office is open daily and is located in
room 307, of the student center and
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THE TICKER
Have you noticed the new' 'lounges" at Baruch? Try
looking on the corner of 23rd Street and Lexington
Avenue, or the ladies" room in the lobby of the 24th
~ 'Street Building, or any of...the unoccupied classrooms,
.or 'the 23rd Street Building stairways, or the newly
decorated Globus Lounge -- it's .always locked but don't
let that deter you. ,
That" fact that students are congregating in these
areas is a. seri<?us fire ha~rd that should be noted by
the administration. ,.
...
The present situation. is not only dangerous, it is also
distressing. The. lounges that- did exist are now·
unusable or closed, including the 5th floor, 2~th Street
Building where the old, large lounge is ~ow the Law
Department, and a newer and smaller lounge has
replac~d the old. I
Taking into consideration that the students are, now'
paying- tuition to attend Baruch, it should be realiZed
. . . ,
that· student lou.nge space at an urban ~o.lege is as
important as classrooms. "
The lack ·of lounge space at Baru~h is,· quite simply,
disgraceful. A deep 'shame should exist among the
college 'adminstration for not providing adequate and
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An Int,erview WithMr~·-Seed·~ Mr·Twig
















Mr. SEED: (as he passes the
smoking joint to Mr. Twig) It's a
question of priorities.. We can't
understand why it is being done,. .
but I'm sure they will never tell us.
'---' .
TICKER: What do you mean by'
that?
Mr. S~ED: Some people-may be·
trying to' make Baruch a place for
someone who is very straight, very
rich and has a high tolerance for
taking shit. Lock atBaruch you see
. ,
.it everywhere, on the lines to get
'in' thereg-stration, financial aid or
LD. offices. 'No louges and then
they want to bust our vchops.
(laughter)
TICKER: What do you plan to take
place at your demonstration on
Thursday? .. / .
Mr. TWIG: Come next Thursday,
at high noon {laughter}, we hope to
. have . a non-violent, peaceful
. protest for the need of more lounge
space and for the end of hasseling
of pot people (laughter) We plan to
do this by having a massive smoke
in." J '.
. TICKER: You re:Jizeyou' are
."as~ngpeople to take 'p~rljn'an-' ..'., '....--<.,.
illegal act "
Mr. SEED: NO'e 'are asking
peopl~~i~~he recognition
of actions Baruch has taken t~at are
iIlegal'in the eyes of the students.
We beleive that the lack of lounge.
and studying spaces, overcrowed
classrooms... cuts in financial aid,
the registration procedures and
lack of classes should be consi-
dered illegal and not smoking .a
joint. As the saying .goes its not
the,ir job. (mimics the famous T.V:
actor). .
That should' included every-
body to join us in our protest. We
want smokers an non-smokers to
. '.--join·,in. l'heissueweare~nging-" ..
up isn't just the -Cracking down' on .
heads by' you rights and need· for
space to relax, read and study in
your own choosen matter. We ask
the smokers to bring their pipes,
bongs, bambuand some Visine,
We are calling .on Student Govern-
ment, to help by providing
munchies for all the protestors.
(laughter) , .
. TICKER: Thank You, very much.
Mr. SEED: Thank you
Mr. TW/IG:·Hey, let's go get some-
thing tal eat. . ,
-
on the walls. You can't find a seat.:
,TICKER: Do you feel that there is
a drug problem among the people
in these lounges?
Mr. TWIG-=-.Ji<L..W..8yL_.That not
saying; -that no one doesn't use
drugs in here. I never bumped into
anyone heavily into it.· Baruch isn't
that sort of place. ' ...
Mr. SEED: I feel the same way
unless you consider Accounting
homework as a drug. (laughter)
Its' . habit forming,,' easily
ob~ble. t
.Mr. TWIG: And it .causes brain
damage (more laughing from all)
TICKER: Do you have any closing
remarks?
Mr. SEED: Oh ...yes! We want
~-- --- ,-.. -
every.body who can dig what we're
saying and during all of them. . I .
personally need a joint every now
and then Just to cool me out. It
hasn't hurt me educationally, but
has been a aid.'
creational useof marijuana or bly
other -drug: which ,is considered





Ban on Smoke, Drink In. "
Student Center·
./
l-\r.~tc.d Qt\Cl M,..~rwi9 at 'Q rt.t.U\lY 'tVtdVle..W..
(NotL haw 1M,y Q;e.~'e.~fUy ,d\S,viStd. "4~ c.ho'~
to prtStt.<t 1l\t\r l<thVt\1its.).. .': .
........~ ..
'One may have noticed flyers
pinned on .some of the' bulJetin-
boards around the school for a
smoke-in. '. The Ticker, was in-'
formed .of this protest against the
"-
new actions being taken against
· Marijuana-Smokerby two students, .
who claim to represent the
organizers of. this affair. The
following is a partial transcript of
the interview I had: with these two
students. They chosed to remain
anonymous and are referred to as
Mr. Seed and Mr. Twig. Readers
should note the article by. Security
about the topic Mr. Seed and Twig
are .refering to that appears else
where in this paper.
Mr. SEED: You remember our
agrrement, (pauses as he .looks
hard at this reporter.) You know
about our names'. (refering to the
agreement -to use their chosen
alias) .
~R: ~~h~t's~!.' ~re,~~~~ioo.~~~'# _
Well I guess you can start by telling One really doesn't. have a choice
us about your plans 0l.l Thursday~since this is 'the only lounge there ,
October 26th. is..
Mr,• SEED: Sure! J)n that day we . TICKER:. What about .the lounges .. ,.
-in 360" 26th-and the Z4th-street. are calling on all' of. Baruch's
students to come to the Oak lounge buildings?
at high noon, to join usin.a protest .. Mr. TWIG: There 'is no way you
against the recent - attempts to can callea'those'-area,-a- lounge! .
thwart the smoking of marijuana Have .you seen the basement in
among students and for the need of 360. Can they actually beleive that
more . lounging . space. .within the can create a relaxing
Baruch. atmosphere. I Jeel the thing that
Mr. TWIG: Yeah we want every- discourages more students from
body to come. comi~g~inh) the lounge is the fact
TICKER: What organization is that the building couldn't hold
sponsoring this protests them. ,Check out this room during
Mr. TWIG: The United Aces, a ... club hours you have people sitting.
group that came together to start
this protest.
-Mr. SEED: . We're not a club or
into that C.B.S .. or U.S.A. stuff, if
,that's.what youmean. (lights upa .
healthy size joint)
TICKER: What are you upset
about in regards to the new actions
being taken against : marijuana -,
users.
Mr. SEED: All of the problems
that confronts all Baruch students
in their vain effort to graduate from
here. Someone has decided tostart
bustin' chops over smoking weed.
What I'm saying is that I don't
want to see people getting sU,spen- A stricter enforcement o( campus Student Center by many students:
ded, .~ded or arrested over regulations in regard to the use of It comes down to respecting' the
smoking a joint and this is what I illegal drugs, alcohol, and rights of allstudents at the College
believe they are trying to do. After gambling in the Student Center will to use a common facility.
some of these teachers and classes begin. this 'Fan~ .'. Signs will be posted' around the., , .I". r-r-r-r-r-: 4.- .
some people truly need a joint. . .The use of unlawful drugs, alcohol Student Center informing students
Mr. TWIG: I've been going to The enforcement policy comes at other than. duly' authorized of the College regulations.Se-.
Baruch for three years and have, about as aresponse to student and functions,,· and ·gambling is· cority guards and student center
been smoking, Do you? staff concerns about the continuous " specifically prohibited 'by Baruch staff. will warn .students or'first
TICKER: Do YQU feel- that. the violations. ofeollege regulations in College regulations governing: violations.' .Second Violations will.
Marijuana smokers in the Student the past.' With limited. lounge' student conduct. The commission' . trigger the. college disciplinary
Center discourage students from space available at the College, it is of. any ----<if these offenses may process with the issuance of a
using the' lounge? (This had been felt that the permissive .climate in sribjeetviolatOrs to discipline. 'fsummons:';Failure to respoad to
given as one of .the reasons ·for the. the past did not reSUlt .in .. a" sanctions . leading to probation, tlie SUmplODS CODSt a
crack down.) "conducive'and propere~ent . suspension or expulsion, _ .'.,' .: prirn.a facie admittance of. a viola-
M1-~ SEEO;" No,.I..feeljust ~ thatencoutages~,and.aUows~·fun,"; It, is the :opiIiion of ..ooUege •.~ making the student.Subject"to
opposi~/that ~g':tliey;caJl;. utitize:tion· of~~:'·StildeDt~.~ ,'. admjqjstrator&:~'the·COJtege1:atf'''tke 'S8DCtioDs available to the eiol-
relax here,' ~y student' come "and-in fact res&iCt~f~:,.~.~ DOf:eIK.'OIii&ge noe CC)DdoDe~ re- ,lege-t1Iroiigh~discipHneprocess.
~ - . . .- - " " " " " .••." " .~ - A,i. _ ~ ~ -.', '.'A •. " •....:
. .' 'jJ . " -
.' . -,.~~~ ,~,' .. "-'.' .: ..' ..















THE 'PASSION OF DRACULA
by: Steve O'Grady'
...
4th' Wall Repertocr .eotDpauy
performance as the desperate but
proud "Prince of Darkness"
searching for a bride so that his,
historical blood lines may continue.
The object of his passion is played .
by_Theresa Link who brings off her
role very well. Michael Burg as
Professor Van Helsing is well worth
noting along with _the other per-
formers Brian Bell, Brian Kale,




, The scene is a Victorian study
located in turn-of- the-century
- England. A womanpsychiattist,
, ,played by Alice W~te,has recently -
become the latest victim of a dia-
bolical murderer who has terroriz-
ed the town. Suddenly, as her
, . former lover sits- distraught over
. "his loss, the recently buried corpse. ,
'returns from, the;grave as one of the
"undead"', to tempt him with
. immortality. The effect of the
scene, including the fog; wind, and
voice of the victim, js positively
eene. It is also just one example of
the creative set designs and special
effects of "The Passion of Dra-
cula" currently entering its t'3th.
month at the Cherry Lane Theatre,
Commerce Street, in Greenwhich
Village. .
Bob Hale and David Richmond's
adaptation of the 19th Century
Bram Stoker novel is an unusual
mixture of drama, fun, and fear.
Mixing the familiar: ' crucifixes and
wolf's bane, with the contemporar-
y: psychology, feminism, and,
sensationalist newspapers.: Hall
and Richmond have been able to
pull off a thoroughly entertaining
production.
Currently starring, as the very
sexy Count Dracula, is the talented
David Combs. Combs gives a fiery
by: Bemadette Lynch by: Bernadette Lynch
Charlotte Andergast (lngrnar The Fourth Wall is a not-for-
Bergman), a· fairly successful profit and non-professional
concert pianist who travelsfnter- repertory company which started in
nationally to perform, has just lost J 1974 when seven comedy writers in
Leonardo (Georg Lokkeberg), the their mid-twenties rented a loft for
man. with whom, she bad been Thanksgiving afternoon to show
living for many years. His death some friends the material they had
shakes her, leaving her lonely, a bit created over the preceding year
bewildered and, for the first time, and a half. since then, they have
emotionally in need of her daughter grown to a membership of over two
as 'an adult. Her daughter, Eva . hundred ' fifty, many of 'them
(Liv Ullmann), 'married to a clergy- students in a wide variety of fields,
man and living in Norway, invites many of them working outside the
, , __h~~, __ mother Jor a visit after not professionaltheatre at sucft diverse
seein her for seven years. jobs as an thropologist, teacher,
During the days that follow, the waiter, M.D., psychoanalyst, and
two women are confronted with chef.
each other, seek and tum away Because they have always been
from each other. the past is very especially interested in attracting
much with them but they must look student audiences, their student
> at it before forging a more equal, rates are extremely reasonable.
new relationship for the future. It ' Also of interest to students is the
is a crucial encounter for them -Fourth Wall's fu.st Fall Season play
'both; an encounter thatis painful "In the beginning... ," a three-act
and oftentimes leaves the viewer drama written and, directed by
emotionally dralned. (psychoanalyst) Joan Harvey. "In
While director Ingmar Bergman' the beginning.. ." .isa play about an
specifically focuses on a' mother/ American family in crisis, portray-
daughter, relationship, it also be- ing 'what happens to each family
comes apparent that no matter member when, on her graduation
what the gender of parent or day, an _eighteen-year-old girl
sibling, the emotional intricacies decides to leave home. Quite un-
and mysteries remain constant for fortunately, on the evening I,
all, especially once the child Is attended, the eighteen-year-old is
adult, perhaps with family of its played by writer director Joan
own, and the parent's needs be- Harvey, and though her acting per-
come more obvious. Filmed in formance was commendable, her
No!W~y, "~utu~' . Sonata" age- forty-ish-e- ,si~plymade her
examines.the emotional upheavals _role less dramatic, less "real."
of a mome~t when roles and rela- Thetheatretroupe, however, is a'
tionsblps' begin" 'tb, •cHange, ,," in, hard-working, dedicated gi:Opp of
,'~at'1tfiOoD". ! -bY ~J ~explOiiilg:- 'mother/ '::. 'Pe6PI~~ ·~nit'fitturc;· ~~imi' ~ght
• _ .> • ,,~tIn.w,.ed~.'...e 14 .b~ )V,~.~g oqt.. , ., . _~
, - ~,
..
American historical cdocnment in
which she refused to 'incriminate
her friends, .refusing to "cut my
conscience to. fit this year's
fashion." For the first two ~eeks
of the show, Colleen Dewhurst will
make a special cameo appearance
to read Ms. Hellman's famed letter
onstage. Ms. Dewhutst, according
to the New York Post.. believes so
strongly in the play and, its
message that she is donating her
salary back into the show. Colleen
Dewhurstwill be followed by other
famous actresses who support !his
Continued on page 14
" Ellen
.B~
Some of the witnesses Called to
testify before the Committee within
the play include Ring Lardner, Jr.,
Larry Parks, Sterling Hayden, Sam
G. Wood, ~e Burrows, Ella
Kazan, J erome Robbins, Lionel
Stander, Tony Kraber, Arthur'
Miller, and Paul Robeson whose
appearance before the Committee
brings the play to its powerful
climax. Frank Gero, playing Abe
Burrows, deserves a special
men tion for bis wonderful per-
formance. . "-
Although Lillian Hellman never
appeared before the Committee,
her letter to HUAC has become an
" ~'Dream ~PassJon'is.. a towering aclJleveulent, the best film e
, Mercoun and Dassin have made together... the mercurialM~
.' , who provides the fire and jet; charges this .extraordinary film
with its stormy emotional intensay," -REX REED. N.Y. DAJLY~
"Dazzlingand'ingenious. ••Dassin has broughtitoffwith astonishingpower.
He has, insomethinglpre a miracle, made a classic Greek tragedyas relevant
to the present day as 'An Urunanied Woman.' Ellen Burstyn's performance
is a mixture ofunbearable memory and anguish, blunt rage ... It is something to
see and no one who sees it is likely to forget it" -CHARLES CHA.\fPI.iN. LOS ANGELES TIMES
"A vigorous, imaginative work with tour-de-force performances." ~
, • ~WlLLlA.\of WQLF. en: MAG....ZI~1'=
o ''Passlon
Written and DIrected by
Jules Dassin
..::':'.
"Serious, Strong, fnsigbtfuI and vibrant. One of the most fascinating
and emotionally potent movies I have seen in many months.
Melina Mercouri and Ellen Burstyn certainly deliver' performances
ofOscar-winning caliber."• , : - RONA BARRETI'. ABC1Y
"A mm that transcends entertainment, powerful... it holds you, in its relentless '
grip .in a torrent of sustained, emotional tension. 'A Dream ofPassion'
is a movie of many dimensions, it is intelligent, first-rate filmmaking as is
rarely seen anywhere." -GE.'lI1..E.\fE..,"'SQL....RTERLY
Frank Gero and Budd Block have
presented a new play, "Are you.',
now or haveyou ever .been" -- Eric
Bentley's gripping human story of
the Hollywood witch-hunt of the
"Fiftie?""hich opened Sunday,
October 15 at the Promenade
Theatre, Off-Broadway at 2162
Broadway at 76th Street.
Eric Bentley based: his play on
-his l000-page "Thirty years of
Treason, , , a record of the House
Un-American Activities' Com-
mittee's 1947-1956 investigation of
subversion in the entertainment
~; industry. Within the framework of
using actual persons and their
exact testimony, Bentley has
crafted a remarkably frightening,
moving' yet surprisingly funny,
entertaining and highly theatrical
play which shows how, actors,
directors, and writers responded to
the threat of being blacklisted in
not a court but before a committee
in which they were -- in a departure
of American justice-vguilty until
proven innocent (and" in some
cases, not even t~e~). r{he~lay
serves as a shocking, r~aer to
the ever-present danger of
cowardice in the face of public
hysteria.
with Andreas Voutsinas A Been FUm production Aries Enterpdscs Pm!entaUon
..JIE AYCOEmbessy~~~b1CPJ ~, -~ ~ I_ell_am _,, ' r_



























78 IN THE SH~E by the Small
Faces (Atlantic SD 19) 1he Faces:
are a good rock band, but there is a
hollow here. There is a terrible
urge to cry out for Rod Stewart,
which is looking to the past. but the
Faces need someone strong to front.
them. Otherwise they have all the
chops they need.
Elvis Costello-THIS YEARS
MODEL Columbia (JC· 35331)
.by Bowie Siers t-
If you see Elvis Cos tello in
concert, you'll notice him. After
allr it's awfully hard to ig,ore a guy
who is pigeon-toed, wears horn-
rimmed glasses, and bas a widows
peak. But don't judge Costello's
music by the way he looks.
His latest album is called THIS
YEARS MODEL· (Columbia JC
35331). It reveals a band that
.deserves just as much attention as
Elvis Costello.
At times, the music is serious
and intense. It's so powerful that
Costello must have been. out of
breath after singin "Pump It Up."
He wasn't being helped by his
drummer, who stomped on his
drums instead of beating them.
The drummer did slow down a bit
on "Radio, Radio." This allowed
the bass to catch up and both pro-
ceeded in a marriage of perfect
rhythm for the entire song.
, Still, THIS YEARS MODEL has
its lighter-moments.
When you hear "Living In
Paradise," you'll wonder whether
you're listening to rock n' roll or
the background for a perculated
coffee commercial. .
Other tunes ate just as playful, ,
but more sensuous.
On "The Beat, " the organ
snakes around Elvis Costello as he
sings. But as the song progresses,
the organ turns coward and just
tip-toes around his voice.
At the beginning of "This Years
Girl," the drums are pla~ed di~
Continued from page 14
DEPARTURE FROM THE
.~ORTHERN WASTELAND by
Michael Hoenig (Warbers BSK
3152) An exquisite electronic
album of repititious patterns. with
slight programmatic themes, like
Sun and Moon, Hanging Garden
Transfer, and the' title cut. Very
much like Mother Mallard, and
highly recommended.
--n-·.--- ....... _AU _~ ~~-~Etta James
I don't care/Cause there's no such
thing as an original sin/I'M NOT
ANGRY." Of course he's angry,
and of course he's hurt, but. has
found shelter in his words, and he
has survived another round. What
has he survived for? Well he has
survived so that he will once again
be cut, and he will once again be a
voyeut, but he also has 'his little
triumphs that make it all worth-
~hi]e. In the song lipstick Vouge
he 'proclaims that "Sometimes l
almost feel/Just like a human
being/Cause You!Are not just
another mouth in' the lipstick
vouge."
Believe me, if you love good
lyrics buy an Elvis Costello album,
or if you love the underdog buy an
Elvis Costello album, then if you'd
like to talk about it send me a
letter here-at the paper. I'd love to
hear from you.
by Steven Koenig I
Etta James is back and Jerry .
Wexler's got her. After a long bout
with drugs, she won the battle and'
~~e have Deep in the Night
(Warners. BSK 3156.) Wexler is
described asa producer's' producer
on the back of the jacket, as indeed
he is. He has the rare ability to
take raw indigenous music, and
smooth it out while retaining its
vitality.' '. • .
Deep in the Night shows Wexler
at his best and wont. Etta James f
is a strong, .throaty ·blues singer,
. but her interpretive powers -aren"t
th.at strong, and that's why she
needs a good producer. Etta's
version. of the Eagle's Tllke It To
The Limit reminds us that the
country blues has its toots in
gospel; she really takes it to the
limit.
And so she does with BUDd Girl,
a classic blues where she "would
rather be a blind .girl! than to see
you walk away from me." She
sings it with such. feeling that you'
guess she. might even scr-ateh:,tbe·~o.ming next issue... Talking
. .. ·c·~:;',·." ·t··.~••-. ~. ,. I Heads, Devo, Van Morrison, Tim
•• -..,. _,~, A ... '_ - ••• , .....
Continued &o~/Paie'.w ". Culij:Kes:BrYan"FetTy, direct-to- '..
, : •• - ".0 ••. , disc.sand more!
pain relationships bring, Mr.
Costello knows that people are
worth the price.
When· I said our hero, I did not
mean it facticously, he is just that.
He is awkward, he is Clark Kent
)Vithout an alterego to fall back on.
He is one part Elvis Presley to 99
parts Lou Costello. He is the odd
man out, always left looking in'.
His beedy eyes peer out over his
horn rimmed glasses, like a pe~p­
ing toni stalking his pray. He is a
voyeur. to his own life, as well as
others. And he keeps trying. No
matter how many times he is cu t.
he always comes back. On his first
album he is the unwilling voyeur as
his girl is making it ~th another
~uy.. Elvis survives i( by cynically
spewing the words that he's not
angry, because, as he says "I know
what your doing/And I know where





Joel uses some gond-overdubbing
to produce an interesting sound.
This cut is one of the many strong
single possibilities. .
Joe lets his hands go to work on
"Zanzibar." The precussion is
strong, with a great sax break.
Side 2 opens with "Stiletto," a
song which is .very reminicent of
"She's Always a Women." The
lyrics deal with a similar subject;
"She cuts you hard, She cuts you
deep. She's got so much sldll,
She's so fasCinating that you're still
there, waiting, when she comes
back for the 1dII."
Joe1 goes from piano to synthe-
sizer on "Rosalinda's Eyes." The
lyrics are catchy and the music with
a Spanish flair is very pleasing.
Another very strong Single Possibi-
lity. '
"Half A MlleA~ay" is just plain
good old rock and roll.
"Unni The.Nlght." is out with a
doubt is the best and most interest-
ing tune on the album. Joel hardly
.soundslike himself.as he:~~ts off
".~.~~ngf!~~·e.xtre~~IY~.tgne
Continued from page 14
MUSICALLY SPEAKING
"D- , Ion t say you ove me,
If its just a rumor
Don't say a word, .b,)
If there is any doubt
Sometimes I think that love





by Thomas Gesimondo .
"Billy Joel, with his Stranger
album still in the Top 15 on the
Billboard Album chart after 55
weeks, returns with his long
a~ited follow-up, 52nd St. Joel
comes up with a very versatile set
of nine tunes ranging from punchy
mid-tempo numbers to moving
ballads.
Joel has' a talanted group of.
back-up musicaians, along with an '';'--
all-superstar guest cast like The
Becker Brothers, Peter Cerrera,
Donnie Dacus, and many more.
Super producer Phil Ramones adds
the icing to the cake.
The' album opens with "Big
Shot" a very bold New York City
type tune. Joel changes tempo and
style in certain stages of the tune to .
give it an added touch.
""Honesty" is a powerful ballad
with fantastic lyrics. "Honesty is
such a lonely word. Everyone is so
untrue, Honesty is hardly'. ever
heard, and mostly what I need from
you." This is one of the best cuts,
on the album.
.:,'~ W~:',i~.~·~~AriYi~.~·pop
tune which is already. receiving
heavy airplaytin tiie" Mid-West.
Billy Joel's 52nd St.
Those are the words of Elvis
Costello, a man who lays claim to
only two emotions: Guilt and
vengence. Unfortunately his
modesty doesn't let him talk of one
of his strongest points, his disci-
pline.. A discipline that forces him
to reject all romantic padding.
Elvis is not concerned with surging
~~eans, or ripping tides, he has
"~ -enough trouble breaking down
emotions and breaking down lies
(hey, that last line's not bad),And
Elvis can be brutally and poetically
honest.. In MIracle Man, off of his
first album he tells his girl that:
"When I was lonely/You were the
only one that talked/And I could
Sc\y that I like your sensitivity/But
you know its the way' that you
walk. "
. Nowlcan't say that MrvCostello
is a romantic, but even in the face
of those awesome lyrics I have
quoted, I am willing to state that he
is more of a"dreamer than he might
like to admit. The key to it all, and
one of the most rewarding things
about his songs is that no trultter
\
wfiat -happens to our hero, he
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Jazz, Gospel, Classical, Dlsco, Rock, we're for you.
Gismonti cites "the sound of the
jungle, its color and mysteries: the
sun, the moon,' the rain and the
winds; .the river and the fish; the
sky and the birds, but most of all
the integration of musician, music
and instrument into an undivided
whole." And that Is what" it's all
about; the synthesis of all energies
into the creation of beautiful music.
You owe it to yourself to give a
listen to some of these musicians;
they have all the spirit of the world.
Special mention must be given to
Vanguard for r their continued
efforts-to bring ~s unusual creative
music, despite their usual garish
packaging. ECM is now being diS:
tributed by W arner, who deserves
our thanks for. the specia_l vinyl
sleeve protecting the usually clean
pressing that most ECM recordings
deserve. If only they were so con-
siderate of their own label's re-
leases.
SD 8801) is a fusion of ~azz and
Latin' American rhythms. About
eighteen minutes into .ut, the
Black American music starts( to
take prominence and then, almost
quietly,. Latin percussion takes
over. Out of nowhere, Mingus and
his men start singing a version of a
popular' song which demands,
"Who says mama's little baby likes
shortnin' bread? That's some lie
some white man up and said.
Mama's little baby likes truffles,
mama's little baby ,like~ caviar.
Mama's little' paby likes all the
good things in life... " It's reminis-
cent of the revolutionary Last
Poets, and very good at that.
Music for' Todo Mod,o," ,on the.
other side, is a very stark, delicate
piece of music : with beautiful
ensemble playing, mostly with
Italian musicians.
One of the most beautiful of the
new mUSICIans, is Egberto .
Gismonti, who, plays the 'eight
string guitar, piano, wood flutes,
bottles, and voice. Along with
Nana Vasconcelos on various
Brasilian percussion, Gismonti put
out one of the best albums of 1977
in . any . category, Danca Das
Cabecas (ECM 1089;) His delicate
'classicism combined. with the spirit
of the.' Brasilian terrain created.
fusion that seduced your heart as .../'
well as your mind.
His second offering, Sol Do Meio
Dia (ECM 1116) .is an equally
enchanting album which is not as
ethereal as the first. but perhaps is
better because it hits the gut.
.Superb musicians jan Garbarek on
~
soprano saxophone and Ralph
Towner of twelve string join
Egberto, Nana, and Collin Walcott




Music is an ever evolving art-
form, co~antly going back to its
past to repl~h. itself.. In the late
sixties, rock music took on, some
jazz qualities with the advent of
groups like Chicago Transit
Authority and ~lood, Sweat and
Tears. Miles Davis led jazz in
returning the favor with Bitches
Brew, and now the jazz-rock fusion
has been accepted. by the mass
audience: .. 1
Branching out of that has been a
movement combining the classical
European, ethnic Traditional, and
improvisatory jazz forms. Its
creators call it CreativeMusic, or
New Music, or simply refuse any
definition at all. Its foremost pro-
ponents are musicians like Keith
. Jarret~Carla Bley, Don Cherry,
and much of New York's avant-
garde jazz circles. Many of their
recordings are on' small labels-
which can give special attention to
the needs of their artists, both
creatively, and in the pack.a~ing
and 'distribution oftheirproduct.
\
Vasant Raiis an Indianmus~n
with a fine album on 'Vanguard, -
SprjngRain (VSD 79379.) That
. album combined the ethereal tra-
ditional music of India with Paul
McCandless, Glen Moore, Collin
Walcott, and- the' rest -of the-cream
of America's New Musicians. His
followup elpee, Autumn. Song
(Vanguard VSI? 79414) is at least as
beautiful as Spring Rain. The title
cut evoke's a brooding autumnnal
atmosphere. An even more beauti-
f!II' melody is that of the Sunllght
Dance, eight minutes of sheer bliss
that sets your body writhing' in
ways yoa- never knew it could
before.
Karl Ratzers album, In Search
of .the Ghost, (Vanguard VSD
79407) combines a gypsy spirit with
a jazz backing with some of New
York's bestsession players, Eddie
Gomez, Jeremy Steig, Bill
McPhearson; Joe Chambers, and
Ray Mantilla. This is more of jazz- .
rock fusion than 'the other albums
dicussed here.
Michael Mantler is a Jazz
-composer, part, of the Jazz
Composer Orchestra, and is
married to fellow composer Carla
Bley. His latest album, Movi!8
(Watt 7,) uses Larry Coryell, Steve "
Swallow, Tony Williams, and Carla
Bley, to an effect rarely achieved in
jazz-fusion. Since the pieces are
composed, it sounds heither like a
noisy free-for-all nor self-indulgent
soloists gone mad. The eight cuts
(Movie One, Movie Two~tc.)'are
tightly performed s~os
ranging from three to six minutes.
None of them have a given pro-
gram, but they definitely give a'
feeling that something's going on.
Ifshard to describe This is definite- Watt Records and other small
Iy head music-and an. extremely jazz and new music labels, are dis-
passionate album. tributed by New Music Distribution
Charlie Mingus' latest work is Service. Send for their catalog.
also movies- -~. ·$oundtr~4~.,+he~ ~ ~J1~. to~ ~~t .9~St. fortheir free .
composed for' foreign films. catalog offe~g the most interest-
Cambia ad Jazz FusIon (Atlantic ing music"af-the world, . ' ,
"
- " ,
on the album doesn't make it. It
'has a sax. and 'snare drum leading
the way, but becomes to cluttered.
The lyrics are not on the same level
as the rest of the material. This can
only be explained by the fact that it
was written in 1976, while every-
thing else, e~cept "Shopping Bag
Ladies," was written in-1978.
"Let Down Your Hair" the last
song on the album is very blase.
At 4:53 it is to slow and to long-,
Dean Friedman has .matured
greatly since his first album. The
lyrics are strong, with excep-:
tion of thetwo songs written before
1978. The instrume-ntation is also
very good. George Young adds
greatly to the .album with his
fantastic sax. Dean Friedman has a
unique sounding voice which is
both pleaseant and enjoyable.
Although he-, has gone vitually
unnoticed up until now.. writing'





What would have happened if
man's evolution process was not
completed? What would the
modern world look like if we were
cro-magnon rather than human?
This question was not posed, by
Rod Sterling, but by NBC's'Satur-
day Night Live producer, Lorne
Michaels. _ In answer to the
question, he gave us "Devo",.a
punk rock band, this weekend.
The show was running along
smoothly when, all of a sudden, a
group of oddly dressed humanoids
appeared, making peculiar sounds
on strange looking instruments.
The guitarist seemed to have a time
bomb attached to his "musical
devise", an appropriate prop, as
the act was very obviously a form of
shock treatment.
After a rendition of an old
Stone's song, which was applauded
bY the crowd foereasoas unknown
. to thebOine'·,attdience~· the-group
left the stage. The whispers in my




Thursdays at 12:00. The 23rd Building on the 12th
floor.
If you can sing, we're for you. If you want to listen to
music, we're for you.
Dean Friedman who had a-minor
pop hit with ~':Ariel" back iri June
1977 has returned with,' his second
album, entitled "Well, Well" Said,
The Rocking Chair. Unfortunately
this album has gone vitually
unnoticed in the time it's been out.
Friedman who writes all of .his
own material has done a fine job on
the lyrics of this album. His lyrics
deal with different aspects of life in
a cute and imaginatory way.. 't
"Rocking Chair [It's Gonna Be,
A1rightJ" the .opener of the album
is probably the strongest one on it.
It has a' str,g,ng driving guitar line
throughout, topped by a fantastic
sax break by George Young. The
lyrics talk abou t handling the
disappiontments of life, using such rnent used is an acoustic guitar.
characters as radios, coffee cups. At t34 this song is long enough..
and cuckoo clocks. "'Don't You Dare" is only mediocre
"I-'ve Had Enough" has a nice as there is just something missing.
deep sound to it as, Friedman mixes "THe Deli Song (CornedBeef on,
some horns to the strong guitar WU') which opens side 2 is another
work. The guitar work is' excep- duet. This song has an amusing
tionally strong during the chrous. touch to it as it opens and closes
"Lucio' Stars" the first single with actual noises from a Delicates-
released from the album is a san in' the btkkground.
pleasant Middle of the Road duet.. Friedman takes' the usual boy
The lyrics are the basis of the song mee~s girl story and turns it into an
and deal with, the problem that . amusing tune. -
anse when you don't ask ques- "Lydia" i~ strongest ballad
tions and make quick decisions and Dean Friedman has ever written.
accusations.. "And we. Can thank The piano line throughout is very
our lucky stars that were noty beautiful. The lyrics are both
smart as like to think we are," are strong and touching at the same
perfect examples. Dean Fried- bern. "Did you kn!Jw"that I love
man's voice blends very nicely with you? It's the best I can o. Lydia,
Denise Marsas. While the soft Lydia how come you derstand?
piano and strings in the back- I can offer you nothing t all. This
ground are just right. is more than planned."
"Shopping Bag Ladies" seems Friedman handles this song ex-
~ like a filler. The lyrics are tremely well. ~
mediocre, while the only instru- "S&MH the only jazz type number....•.....••............ ~........•............
~ .
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f~One.BigFuzzof Obscene Anarchy ..
I _ •
, ,
l' "Sooner or later, people wiD realize were just a dance
band•••~ 'a heavy message•••we're out to destroy the
. world."by Jay Moskowitz
In the streets of "Great Britain,
you could almost feel the sensation
in the air. Allover London there
were signs of Anarchy in the U.K.
and buttons proclaiming that it's
Rotten. Never mind the bollocks,
here's the Sex Pistols..
The Sex Pistols, l~d by Johnny
Rotten 'and Sid Vicious, revolu-
tionized 'British rock and roll two
in England. 0 Their mere presence
on 'stage sent bolts ,of electricity
through their audience- Their
music was provocative, timely,
politically aware and-loud. Unfor-
tunately, their energy in the form
of live concerts never reached New,
York City. _
On Sept. 14,1978, the ctream
became a naJJty. sid Vicious
appeared live at Max's Kansas,
City, a club which has been in the
spotlight of punk rock for years.
_"Sid is gorgeous. I really don't
care what he plays, ya know, I just
want to touch him," said Suzy, a
Max's regular.
Max's appeared to be ready for
this momentous event. Tables
were removed in order to pack the
maximum amount of punkers into
the club. for the sake of journa-
lism, this article was witnessed
from the -front row, despite the
~., .
harmful effect it h~ the re-
porter's eardrums.
. "Don't worry man, there aint
gonna be any seats once he gets on,
man. You just wait and see man"
As one who enjoys the configura-
tion,of his own face, the reporter let
this remark pass.
Vicious finally came on at 3:15 .
a.m, He· quickly removed his
leather jacket and performed bare-
chested.' His chest was scarred and'
'unattractive.
He moved right into "I Wanna
•Be Your Dog,',' an old stooge's
tune.
Mick Jones, the bass guitarist.
noticed that one of the' volume
controls was not turned all the way
up and quickly fixed it. The music
became one big, fuzz of obscene
anarchy.
••He has us all in the bloody
.F-ing palm of his hands," said
John, a punk rocket froin England.
Vicious and friends played for
approximately 20 minutes. He,
hadn't played the guitar once
throughout the show, concentrat-
ing on his apparently unrehearsed
vocals, even reading lyrics from
crumbled paper. Whe,n the crowd .
called for an encore, they were told
that "Viciou~ is probably down 3rd
Avenue by-now." "A testimony to
" his well planned disregard of his
audience" was the thought which
came to mind. Maybe punk rock
will not -live forever.
by Thomas Gesimondo
Johnny Rotten said it, but when
his partner in punk, Sid Vicious,
came to New York earlier this
month he was carrying the cause.
Sid Vicious .came to' New York,
thinking that three chords, and a
, ,
lot of menacing sneers could
convince the American audiences
that Punk was. a social, and not a
musical movement.' He was more
than willing to be a martyr, but the
people who ca~ to see bim at
.Max's Kansas City took that from
him. They made him a star.
Reportedly, some of the Sex'
Pistols best shows were the ones
they put on in the deep south.
Playing at several small town
southern bars, they were repeated.
ly challenged verbally, and physi-
cally by the audience. This is just
the bridge that Johnny Rotten
wanted to drive his message home.
Punk is not Broadway and its not
Studio 54; Punk is survival. It's an
attempt by people to open up the
windows of music, art, and society,
and to say "We're mad as hell, and
were not going to take it." ..
'Sid Vicious was willing to say
--Johnny Koteen·-
~ 'I'm gonna ~scare the shit out of
you, and if tl\at doesn't get you to
move,. than you deserve me. "
Well, Sid Vicious played at Max's,
-and he came on late, and he came
ondrunk, and he stumbled to stay
on his feetvand he forgot...the words
~ to his ~ongs.. He. assaulted our
ears, he assaulted the audience
physically by throwing things, and
he insulted our collective menta-
lity ~ Unfortunate1y, Sid refused to
see that America is in an era of
pop, arid mellow complacency. He
challenged us, and we 'shot back
"I'll take you just the way you ~
. are." It was a-bad concert, but as
an audience I don't know if we
deserved much better.
I'm not here .to praise Sid
Vicious, or to bury him. Only to
examine. I think that Sid Vicious,
and most of the punk rockers care,
but that's not good enough. -I'rn
sure tha£Nixon **cared also.' Now
Sid Vicious is facing a jail term for
attempted murder.. and Ric~rd
Nixon is making money on ~
lecture circui t. The analogy is far
from air tight, but there's material
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says, "The BEEGEES write good
tunes but why do they sing lite
that?" Even more puzzling to me
is how they sell the same record
year after year. Olivia Newton·
John can-not sing and as proof, just
listen to the song· "Hopelessly
Devoted to you" from the play
soundtrack and then listen to Ms.
John's version. All the power' of
.' the song is taken out.
"Tm Mad as Hell and I'm.-NOT "
. - . - .. ~
GOing 10 Tate i(AnytDOfeIl " ' .~
~~ ~\.~~~0 ~~"t,'~~ : ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~••.~
r
What-is the "New Wave"?, . . . ..
The' new wave is a general term
used primarily by journalists to
classify a movement in music to
revive the foundation of rock and
roll. Parallels can be drawn
throughout history. You might
even go as far a,s to say thatin his
time Beethoven was a punk rocker.
The music press has thus far'
been unable to write truths about
the music and seem almost totally
possessed by the politics and the
general public is closing its ears.
There is great music coming from
the Bowery and other parts of the
United States and abroad. In the
sixties, there. was a flourish of pop
bands of which only a handful still
exist and only a handful were really
good. /
The most famous of the new
wave bands is also the most violent'
and political. The Sex Pistols were
destructive to the point of distrac-
tion but the fact is they make great
records. Even the latest offering
by ex-Pistols Sid Vicious" a punk
version of My Way, is ex~ and
a great gift for all those Frank
Sinatra buffs out there.
Beyond the Pistols is more great
.music unlike the stale music of
'ABBA, Bob "I think I'll play Lake
Tahoe" Dylan, Boston, Foriegnor,
etc... .In following weeks I hope to
introduce only the best of the new
music and. the old, The time has
come to- stand and be counted or
the discos will take over.
floundering. Now with its disco
format it is the number one station
in. NEW YORK. ' Likewise WPIX
FM (102) in a frenzy revamped its
playlist to be more like an AM
station, you know top 40. This
During this past summer, two of 'l~aves the world's most exciting
New York's betterradiostationsbit .city with dnly one free station,
the big one, changing their formats WNEW FM t02.7.- r
The-music industry needs a kick.to pure ,non stop disco and pure non
t baa The reasons were . in th,' e pants when all they give us iss op gar age. " . . . . .. . d trid
'. h the tin _.. _ regurgitated mIce. an "pu __
financial. W en era.~ ~~~~-- ripoffs. of the· B~atles~. As Daltrey
out, WKTU. fM~92).J~~,.~f:§e~-•. '-j T.".'L.' :.'..H: "' i' ;:".•-.::'. t.'.*.! .;..
. "';.\. ~,
,f; -
--_.-- __ ._ ,~.. - -..- ""'-"'" _ ... _'-_-:-,.,--r ... '_'..,~_ ...~, ,"-".'. __..... ~._
.. ..1 '-' ~ - •• " .' •• '.-. .~ '.- ' . . .
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Can I still consider
mine?
Shelly,
I just wanted to say hello.
...
Dear Frank,









What better way to say "hello"





. I'm gonna get my "head shed."
I hope we will always remain
friends.
Dear Mary-Ann, .
Pleasse pick up your drawings,
three collecting dust!!!!!
_ Love Always Mindy
Jocelyn,
I'll bowl you anytime, anywhere,r '. "
for. a(1ythihg including your funny
lookirig socks.. 10 '
Steve M.
Dear Abby Michelle,
Hello from some friends at




How's life? How's Curious
-George? To bad we don't live
closer to one another.
Love Always




Dearest Alan, Barry & Ira,
In deep and sincere appreciation
for that wonderful night in
September I want to thank you
wholeheartedly for making my 18th
birthday such a fantastic exciting &
memorable event to be remem-
bered always. THANK YOU.
With Love & Friendship Always




Congratulations we didn't think
you could do it. But then again you
have Al ~eMarco for tackle, and as
someone once said, "They 'may
have us on' size, . bu t we' have
speed and agility."
Dear Joe,
Welcome to Student Govern-
ment.' It's nice, to have ya. No








P.S. I have a funny joke to' tell you.
*****
Hillel is now located at








Sorry we have a male secretary.
Do you think you'll survive the








I'm glad we became friends. Do >
You still want to keep "score?" .r
Love Always C. S.
Mary-Ann' What ever happened
P.S. Sorry, but Lhad to do it. person I metin Hobnails?
NOW for
Total Enclosedr, _
Submit your ad to the Tick~'office,Rm. 337 Student Center Bldg.














Attention All Baruch Stude-nts:
Ticker Classified Is Back!
For the small fee of 50~, for the first 20
words, you'can have a say in your school
newspaper! We'll print anything. From selling
a car or concert tickets 'to even sending a
message to a friend. -
*****
Free movie discount cards
available, ..
S tuden t Cen ter Info Desk
Copy:
Free passes available for the
Museum of Modern Art and
Metropolitan Art. .
Info Desk Student Center
PAID I • POLITICAL WORK...
Students needed, to work for
Democratic candidate on Election
, . .
Day, Nov. 7th. Straight appearance
and attire necessary. Call Todd




Free Florida vacation reps, wanted.
Work on campus part time.
Approximately 4 hrs. per week





other girl's eyes out, rather than...
o Another song which 'comes off as
if it were written for her is Alice
Cooper's Only Women Bleed,
which works as well, but differently
from Carmen MacRae's version.
It's all in the arrangements.
, What ~~. the album from
working completely' is the rest of
the interesting but poorly suited'
material. The Lovesick Bln~ may
be fine for Ukelele Ike and Arlo
Cu thrie , .bu t the barrelhouse
version here sounds plain 'silly..
. Surprisingly, the classic Piece of
my Heart still belongs. to Janis
Joplin. The Allen Toussaint and
.. Kiki Dee Numbers fare no better.
Etta's got the. stuff; all she needs
is better chosen material, and for
Warners to switch pressing plartts
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Are You Now
Continued from 'page 10
powerful play such as, reportedly,
Liza Minnelli. ~
"ARE YOU NOW OR HAVE
YOU EVER BEEN" is being
directed by John Bettenbender
with sets by Joseph F. Miklojcik,
Jr.. contumes by Barbara Young,
lighting by Kathryn M. Pinner, and
sound by G. Patrick McCreary.
The play is forceful and informa-
tive. Anyone interested in, or
especially, unfamiliar with that
regretful period in American
history should definitely see it.
speakers. The lead' singer was
asking that age old, musical
-, question, "Are we not men?" The
band's reply was a simple "We are
'Devo'!" The lead singer asks
again; and the others replied by
spelling out the word which so welk
described themselves.
Thinking that' this was the
ultimate in trash, and that it would
be impossible for 'the band to sink
any lower, I settled, back into my
seat to watch. Before' my very
eyes, the group removed their
, yellow-rain clothes, and sang
another verese in black-bikini
bottoms and similar shirts.
This was my first, and hopefully
last, exposure to punk rock, the
.idea that the Twilight Zone rejected
as too far-fetched, My. only
response is "Whatever happened




Continued from page 6
and Institute of Arts and Letters,
633 West 155th Street, New York,
10032. The first award will be
announced at the annual Cere-
monial distribution of awards" and
fellowships in May, 1979.
Materials must be submitted by
December 1, 1978.
The contestants will be judged-
by a committee of eminent
composers and playwrights,
members of the Academy-Institute,
appoin ted by the board of
directors.
R Z 0 L N





. Continuect from page 10
daughter identities. 'The photogra-
phy is excellently done by Sven
Nykvist and lends much to the
emotional turmoil that exists
between the two women. Bergman
is a perceptive. and real as ever,
and the film is worth seeing.
Billy Joel
Continued from page 11
creetly, but then 'they're caressed
by the guitar. The introduction
culminates in an orgy of music as
both are joined by the bass, the'
organ, and then Costello himself.
When the band is in the spot-
light, it comes through. In this
way, THIS YEARS MODEL is a
... stark contrast to Costello's other
album, MY AIM IS TRUE.
On THIS YEARS MODEL, the
band plays with more confidence
'and aggressiveness than they did
on MY AIM IS TRUE. MY AIM IS
TRUE was a getting-to-know-each-
other album for each member of
the ba ;d. They....played cautiously,
but on THIS YEARS MODEL they
played with assurance. The
instruments flirted with each other
and the organ emerged as the
backbone of the band. Now, you'll
not only notice Elvis Costello but
also his band.
of voice.. The song is divided into
two sections seperated by Joel's
humming. The second half of the
song has the feel of the Rightous
Brothers' hit . 'You 've Lost That
Lovin' Feeling." His trademark of
changing tempo and style works
well.
52nd St. closes the album in a
short 2:37. Joel's attempt at a
_ jazzy blues tune sounds great, but
could be, longer.
Joel has come up with a strong
follow-up to the "Stranger." , His
'voice is str<:mg and is used quite
effectively. .especially on "Until
The Night." The music i~ superb
and unfortunately their are no line
credits given to those who right-
. fully deserve it. The arrangement
and orchestrations are lavish. but
not done over.
Columbia - Records must have
faith in 52nd St., because the list
price is $8.98, which is probably
, the biggest drawback of the album,
but can easily be overlooked.
tion ' .
Before I gofa chance to tum off...
my set, there werfive yellow rain
living room were in hope that they
~(')uld not return. Unfortunately,
our hopes were left unfulfilled.
The last act of the show was'
introduced by a typical iead-in for- a .
typical "Not-Ready-For-Prime-
,"
Time-Players" routine. A special-
agent running to meet his contact,
carrying some vi tal information. It
is here that we are told that the





















It gets down to what you want to doand~hatyou'
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamic.s lesson and you can do it--handle all the'
"--wOrk college demands and still have time to enjoy..
college life.
You'can dra(natically increase your· reading speed
.today and that's just the start. Think of the time,
the freedom you:d have to do the things you want
to do. For tWenty years the ones who get ahead
have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read
for t~day'sactive world -fast, smooth, effic.ient.
Don't_get left behind becsuse tbere was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
~ynamics lesson today. yo~ can dramatically,
increase your reading. speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free
lesso.l'). Make the-college life the good life. With
Reading Dynamics you can do it. . .
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Games and Times Schedules subject to Change.
-
DATE , TIME OPPOSlTION SITE
9/27~ 3:30 c St. John Away'.
9/30 11:00 C.C.N.·Y. Away
10/7 1.oo Meder Evera Home
10/12 3:30 Seton Hall Away
10/1.4 11:00 St. Peters ~ " Home
10/21 11:00 Hunter Away-
10/23 3:30, Manhattan Away", .).
10/25 - 3:30 Ramapo -Home j
10/28· 11:00 York Away
. 11/1 3:30 ~Queens Home
11/4 11:00 . Staten Is . Home
11/8 3:30 Lehman Home
11/11 1:30 B'klyn Away.
11/14 2:30 St. Peters Away
Schedule is subject to change.
As of 10/12 the team was 2-1-1
<,
. \
A long lapse of time between -,
chess moves is..quite peevish for
the chessplayersolely motivated by,
,the~tisfaction of winning. It is not '
uncommon for United- States
Grandmaster and former champion.
Walter Browne to reflect on' a,
simple position for an' extended
period of time-and then comeup
,with a" relatively straightforward
move. ,,AJthmIgh internadonal:
tournaments have time limits
whereby each player has two and
onehalf hours to complete fortY'
moves, an average of almost four,
minutes per move, nothing dictates
how, a player :ShoulddiStribu~e--his
time. At Nice, France Browne
. started to'think: ten, twenty, forty
minutes, one hour! Former World,
Champion Mikhail, Tal was' very
amazed by this fact and said:'
. "What ~ nicemovel" After 'twenty
more moves Browne will have'
almost no time left and willh~ve to
fight not only his opponent but also
his, clock as well! Across the
toamament hall another game was
in the twelfth hour of play. Had
one player not overlooked the'
threefold repetition, which draws'
the game instantly, it i~ theorized
that he would' stili, be playing 'the





New PhysicalEducation Facilities. ~'""'-' " Yankee Fever hit the Big Apple
, "p nted and the floor sleeky re- Thursday, -October ' nineteen.
by Sharon Winfield , nee Although the gym is small,~ Thousands swarmed the Wall
The gym, located on the 7th floor has adequate space for normal .Street area to cheer the Bronx
of 'the 23rd St. Building, has been 'gymnastic activities. All students Bombers., "Yankees number one.
beautifully renovated. are invited to utilize the gym We're number one" yelled the
For many years, -the condition of betwen 11:00 and 3:00 on Thurs- ~wd.Fans climbed trees, build-
• the gym' has been dirty and;tX:: days. , in~s and shoul?ers to a catch a'
trernely unattractive. ~~ova: Tbe women's division of the ghmpseof their heroes., Police
tion, which was scheduled to take Physical Fitness room, located .in were on .hand to maintain order
, place during the summer, was held room 608 of the 23 St. BUilding, will . among the, roudier New Yorkers.
up because we were suppossed to be open wihin the next ten days. .. The whole scene was chaotic.
be going to a new campus. "The The, equipment in the universal Mayor KochvGevenor Carey 'and
-# floor, had .probably never been gym includes dumbbells, new 'Carol Bellamy 'we~ on hand to'
,scraped, and refinished before" mats, a ballet.bar, bicycles, mirrors. welcome the world champions'
said Professor Marilyn, the" Di- and carpeting. Weare looking hoine.. 'Among those celebrated
e~tor_qf~;l1nP!l.s,Pl~pirjg.,__ forward tbthe opening of this room" were Most V.tuable,PlayerBucty
Under the director of Prof. and UfRe youlo use these mOcfem' Dent, ReggieJackson~,tou-PeneUa,
'Mikulsky, 'the walls have been facilities. Graig N~ttle~ and ,Winning pitchers
, r ,




Aftc:r the completed nine rounds,
the Baruch Speed Tournament is
over, ~aving ended in a .tie..~
champions for this event are )
Fyodor Tsiporin and Alberto Pieto,
with the speed title going to the' _.
latter on, tie-bseakers. Currently,
, both are playing, the two top boards '
for this college in intercollegiate
play. Elsewhere in this issue you
can find details of the demoralizing
defeat Columbia took at the hands
of our men led by Fyodor Tsinorin,
United States Champion Lubormir
Kavalek phsases it this .way: "He
sits down and moves, quickly and
with-c-ease. Sometimes he reminds
me of a modem artist who puts his
colors on the pallette without any
sense of order."
Five 'minute or speed-chess is an.
~terna~e-to-Playing'for '1lonrS- at"' '
onesit'ting. - with ..the speed at
which one must execute the moves
ofthe game, generally every five to
ten seconds, results can occur even
prior to the allotted time .elapsing.
. .. ~ , '
Catfish Hunter and, Ron Guirdry.
After the parade, . everyone
gathered at City Hall where Bucky
Dent was to receive a key to the
city. At this point, because the
.crowd was getting out of hand,
Bucky could not accept it. The fans '
breaking through the barricades,
left .the Yanks fearing' for their :
safety. ,Reggie Jackson tried to '
calm the fans but with littlesucess.
It was hard, even for a"Doger fan,
not to become emotionally charge.
The Yankee spirit ,was
contagious throughout this series.'
, Even with all the bad things~d'
about New Yott fans," we came
through 'for our team. New'York








10/6 7:00 Lehman Away
10/9 6:00
10/12" 6:00 Domincan & Mt. St Mt. St. vincent
Vincent
10/16 6:00 ' Barnard Home,
~,




1,0/20 5:30 Manhattanville Marist
& Marist
..:.
10/24 6:00 Concordia & Concordia
. Manhattan
, 10/25 6:30 lona Home
10/27 4:30 C.W. Post & . N.Y.. Tech;
N.Y. Tech.
10/30 4:00 Mercy & 5.1. Staten 'Island
r_
/.
.. '
'" '.
